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ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
VOL. 43.

SANTA FE, N. M., TUESDAY, JUNE 12, 1906.

COMPROMISE

TO KILL POPE
PIUS X NEXT PACKERS

ON

STATEHOOD

BILL

Conference Report
Withdrawn From
Senate.

To Avoid Further Discussion
of Measure Status of Rate
Legislation.
Washington, June 12. In the Senate
today Senator Beveri'dge sought to
withdraw the conference teport on
the Statehood bill so that the confer
ence might take up the compromise
agreed on yesterday afternoon but the
request was opposed by Senator Black
burn who made a point of order that the
conference report being the property
of two Houses could not be withdrawn except by unanimous consent
Senator Carter replied that technically
the report In this case, had not been
presented to the House. He contended that under the practice of the Sen
ate conference the report could be
withdrawn at any time previous to the
action of the Senate.
"
He took issue with the statement of Senator Blackburn
that
the report Is the Joint property of both
Houses, saying that the papers are all
in the Senate and the matter had not
been presented to the House. Senators Lodge and Foraker took the posi
tion that upon, the objection to a with
drawal of the report such permission
could only be granted by a vote of
the Senate. Senator Beveridge there
upon moved that leave be granted
to withdraw the report and this was
carried without a division. He then
formally withdrew the report, thus
taking the bill back to the conference.
Conferees Agree on New Report.
The conferees on the statehood bill
met informally today and agreed1 upon a new report to be made in- accordance with the compromise plan in regard to Arizona and New Mexico. In
view of some dlssatisf action among the
Democrats In the Senate it was
thought best not to bring In the report
until tomorrow. Meantime on effort
is being made- - to placate the Democrats in order to avoid
the
discussion of the statehood question.
The compromise provides, at the next
election in November both Arizona
and New Mexico shall decide whether
tbey desire union." A majority against
the proposition In either territory defeats the proposition.
The Carter Amendment to Pass.
Special to the New Mexican.
he
Washington, June
Carter
compromise motion, it is expected,
will be incorporated in the final report of the conference committee on
the Hamilton Joint statehood bill and
will be adopted by both Houses. The
question will be submitted to the people of the territories of Arizona and
New Mexico on November 6th next.
Carter's Compromise On Stat?hood.
Special to The New Mexican
Washington, June 12. The follow
!ng is the compromise offered by Sen
fitor Carter of Montana on Hip conference report on the Hamilton Joint
statehood bill: The election of delegates for the constitutional contention
is to be held on November fth "next
st the same time that membrrs of the
legislative assembly and county
are elected. New Mer'ro will
l.ave 66 delegates and Arizona 44. The
Governors, the Secretaries of :he Territories and the Chief Justices of the
.supreme Court of each Territory shall
constitute a commission which shall
i:pportlon each Territory Into delegate
districts upon the population shown
by the census of 1900. The question
o be submitted shall be: "Shall Art
tona and New Mexico be
to
form one state?" If the majority ot
votes
the
cast in each Territory favors
the proposition, the two
shall become one state under the name
of Arizona. Should there bo a majority In, either Territory
aga'nst the
then the enabling act
shall be null and void as far as its
provisions, relating to New Moxico and
Arizona are concerned
The expense
of the election will be pa'd by the
United States.
The deletes from
"ach of the two Territories and mem-ber- s
of the assembly, as veil as
county officials shall be votd upon
and elected as usual in biennial' elec--"
Ions. Should the proposWkn be rejected and the question' propounded be
dbfeated by a majority vote in either
Territory, then the administration of
the two Territories are to continue as
administered.
Rate Bill to Conference.
Washington, June 12. Th? railroad
rate bill was sent to conference and
Messrs. Hepburn,; Sherman and
were appointed conferees on
ihe part of the House. Eight Repub-Icant- i
voted with the Democrats
exalnst sending the railroad rate bill
hack to a eonferenceni follows:
Messrs. Cooper ot Wisconsin, Hogg of
Colorado, Murphy of Missouri, Prince
of Illinois, Reynolds of Pennsylvania,
Rhodes of Missouri, Wacher of Maryland, Young of Michigan.
Mr. Dalzell in addressing the House
explained the parliamentary status of
the rate bill. He stated that the Senate had amended the bill fl'id that on
request of the House, the conferences
between the two Houses had been
pgreed upon and now that thf Senate
bad recommitted the bill to the conference, the 'proposed requ-- t of the
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Anarchists Said to Have Formed Plot
In Paris Many Arrests
Made.
Rome, June 12. The polico late
Monday night received information
from the chief of ihe Paris secret police that a plot against t!w life of the
pope has been discovered In the
French capital and that three persons,
two men and a woman, are now in
Rome for that purpose. AccovJint; to
information the trio are to make their
attempt either Wednesday at St. Peters or a week from today as the opportunity develops.
Upon receipt of the information the
Rome police searched hotels and
boarding houses. . They have notified
the Vatican and every precaution Is to
be taken.
Orders were Issued to cha authorities of all Italian cities to arrest withhours all known
in the next forty-eiganarchists.
They are to be held in
custody until after June 24th, on which
date the king will lay the cornerstone
of the new mammoth Ancoua Cathedral.
It is reported that the trip contemplated by bis majesty had been abandoned because of the discovery of several anarchistic plots and the arrest
at Ancona of anarchists and the discovery of considerable anarchistic literature showing an attempt was t'o be
made to kill the king.

WILL FIGHT 151 DUELS.
Have Whole RegiHungarian
ment to Shoot at One Shot
Each.
Will

Vienna, June 12. Richard Zombory,
a Hungarian sportsman ,well known in
Budapest, is to fight 151 duels In that
city with 151 separate antagonists.
The duels will be with pistols, and
Zambory will exchange shots with
each of his 151 adversaries.
The 151 men who In turn will shoot
at Zombory and be shot at by him will
stand in rows, military fashion.
Zombory's dog was the cause of the
151 challenges to mortal combat. The
dog bit a man named Joliann Szuecs, a
olork In the Hungarian Load Mortgage
Bank. Sznecs swore at the dog, anl
Zombory In retort insulted Szuecs.
The next day Szuecs challenged
Zombory to a duel; but Zombory refused to fight on the ground that
Szuecs, being only a bank clerk, was
beneath him in social position.
Thereupon 150 of the clerks and
officials of the bank took over the
quarrel. Each man sent two seconds
to Zombory with ft formal challenge.
Zombory accepted them all and named,
two seconds of his own to look after
each challenge.
Six hundred and four seconds held
a meeting and the details for the 151
duels were arranged, every formality
defined by the code being carefully ob
served.

SCHOONER WRECKED;
TWO DROWNED
Huge Sea 8wept Over Decks
Boat Was Crushed on
Bar.
.

and

Eureka, Cai., June 12. While cross
ing the Humboldt bar last evening, tho
gasoline schooner Corinthian, took
aboard a huge sea, causing her to be
come a total wreck. Two were drown
ed: Andrew Carry, a student at the
University of California; and Ole Carlson, a sailor.
Senate for a further conf.nvnce be
granted.
Tillman. Bill in House.
''
Washington, June 12. The Tillman
from
bill prohibiting corporations
making campaign contributions under
penalty of a fin, which the Senate
ssed, has been received by tne
House and referred to the committee
on election, of the president, vice
president and members of Congress.
Postmaster at Las Vegas.
Special to the New Mexican.
a.
June 12. Jt.
Washington,
Schoonmaker has been appointed postmaster at the town of las Vegas, the
office recently having been reestab
lished.
Coal Trust May Be Attacked. '
Washington, June 12. Withdrawal
from entry of all government coal
lands preparatory to the formulation
of legislation that will perpetually insure their protection against monopoly
and combination is to be the next
move of the Roosevelt program. The
attorney general is now engaged in
an Investigation of the subject for the
purpose of informing the President
just how far he had authority to' proceed under existing statutes. The Ini
tial action is likely to be taken soon,
at least before the adjournment of
the present session of Congress.
There are about 40,000,000 acres of
lands " situated
coal
government
throughout the western states and territories, in Colorado, Washington, Wyoming, Oregon, Idaho, Indian Terri
tory, New Mexico and Arizona, and
lesser tracts elsewhere. It is estimated, that the present bituminous fields
of production in the east may become
exhausted within the lifetime'' of per
sons now living and already the coal
companies have their eyes on the undeveloped millions of acres to the
west.
The Roosevelt Tprogram generally
speaking, calls for no particular explanation. The matter has come to be
generally understood and when spoken
of at once suggests the Idea of restricting the encroachments of corporate power, several features of which
already have been canted out, while
others have been advanced welt toward consummation, c .
..

PRESIDENT TO PAY
HIS OWN FARE HONOR S

GU LTY

GASES

IN REBATE

Convicted in Kansas
City of Accepting
Favors.

Received Rates on Shipments
For Export- - Burlington
Officials in Court.
Kansas City, June 12. Armour &
Cudahy & Company, and
s
Packing Company were
found guilty in the United States district court here 'this morning of accepting concessions from the Burlington Railroad. Judge McPherson stated that sentence would not be assessed
until the case against the Burlington
which is charged with granting concessions to the packers, Is concluded. The
Burlington's trial will be this afternoon.
The law In the present case
provides for a fine only, and not a
jail sentence.
Case to Jury This Morning.
The cases of the four meat packers'
companies Charged with accepting rebates were this morning given to the
Jury in the United States district
court. The cases are those of the
Armour, Swift, Cudahy and Nelson
Morris Companies. They are charged
in the indictments returned here last
December with accepting, from the
on
Burlington Railway, concessions
shipments from their Kansas City
plants to New York for export. The
cases were consolidated for trial pur
Company,
Nelson-Morri-

poses.

-

Witnesses in Burlington Trial.
After the Jury Tetlred District Attor
ney Van Valkenburg announced that
the government and the attorneys for
the defendant bad practically agreed
utcn a statement of facts In the case
of the Burlington, which is under In
dictment charged with granting con
cessions to the packing companies. No
witnesses will therefore bo examined
in the Burlington case which
will
probably come to trial this afternoon.
No

COME IN AND

HAVE A CHAT
Interstate Commission Sends Invitations to Railroad Presidents
Won't Subpoena Them.
-

Philadelphia,

June

12.

Presidents

of the big coal carrying raiUoads will
be given an opportunity to appear before the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion and make any statement they
desire. Commissioner Cockrell said
today that Invitations would be extended to the presidents of the Pennsylvania, Baltimore & Ohio, Norfolk &
Western, Chesapeake & Ohio and New
York Central Railroads to appear before the commission. No subpoeneas
will be issued for the heads of these
roads and their appearance will be
entirely optional with the officials.
The commission resumed the inquiry
today into the relation of the railroads
to the coal and oil interests.
-

CHINA IN NEED
OF MORE MONEY
Expenses Increasing and Revenue
creasing Soldiers Desert Because

De-

of No Pay.

Pekin, June 12. China Ib In a bad
financial strait. The expenses of the
government are multiplying Without
increasing revenues. The pay of the
new army is considerably in arrears
and a great percentage of desertions
are resulting. The Dowager Empress
has issued a long edict impressing on
ail officials the necessity of economy.

Congress Eliminated Item of $25,000
for Paying Roosevelt's Traveling
Expenses.

NO. 97.
SOCORRO SCHOOL
OF MINES UNDER

FOR

ACCUSED

MEN

Washington, June 12. If the President of the United States wishes to
visit he south, the north, or the west,
he must pay his own fare.
The item In the sundry civil approto
priation bill, setting aside $25,000
be used In paying tihe President's traveling expenses, bos been cut out of
the bill by Congress.
Practically all the, members of Congress, Democrats and Republicans HEAD WESTERN FEDERATION
alike, favored the appropriation.
It was objected to, though, by John
Sharp Williams of Mississippi, the Of Miners
Virtually Elected
minority leader, who raised the point
the
came
under
of order that the item
By Convention Were No
head of new legislation, and therefore
Other Nominations.
could not be admitted under the rules.
Mr. Watson of Indiana, who was in
the chair, sustained the paint, of orDenver, Colo., June 12. The Western Federation of Miners today electder.
The Democratic leader is being ed its officers for the ensuing term.
criticised not for raising the point of nhe convention virtually
order, for In that he was within his Charles II. Moyer president and Wilrights and the rules, but for what Is liam D. Haywood secretary and treascalled the bad taste of his speech.
urer by making no nominations foi
Williams Wants More Salary.
'hese offices. According to the con
Mr. Williams said that a Congress flltiition, the present incumbents will
man's salary should be increased. He hold over until their successors are
said his own salary was mot- - high e'ected. C. E. Maloney, of Butte, was
enough, He said the speaker of the elected vice president.
House ought to receive more money
The following members of the exec
Disand "the Vice President, too, as well utive committee were elected:
as some members of the cabinet.
trict No. 1, Marion W. Moore; DisBut Mr. Williams thought $50,000 a trict No. 2, L. J. Slmpklns, of Ward
year was enough for the President, ter, Idaho; District No. 3, J. C.
He argued that the proposal to give
of Butte, Montana ; District No. 4,
$25,000 for traveling expenees was Frank Sehmelzcr, of Silverton, Colo
really an increase In the President's rudo; District No. 5, James Klrwin, ot
salary which was not justified. Con- Terry, South Dakota; District No. 6
gress was now making what he said Earnest Mills of Vancouver, British Co
he believed to be ample provision for lumbia. The matter of taking In the
the President's compensation. He had coal miners In Ohio and other statet
bis salary and was provided witUi an v as passed over to the executive com
establishment, which left him practic- mlttee with full authority to act
ally no expense except for marketing.
What was needed, the Mississippi
Congressman said, was to discourage ENGLAND WILD
executive, judicial, and legislative offOVER LONGWORTHS
icials from traveling around and to encourage them to remain at their places Entire Week of Brilliant Social Af
of duty. There was, he said, entirely
fairs Prepared for Alice and Her
too much Junketing by public officials
Husband.
of all kinds for recreation, sport, or
private business. They were the London. June 12. Congressman and
hired bands ot the public, and, like
Mrs. Nicholas Longworth arrived here
other people, when they received pay
at 2 o'clock yesterday afternoon and
to
render the expected or con were met at the station
ought
by Ambassa
'
tracted service.
dor Reid and the members of the legation staff.
Great American Season.
RARE SNOWY EGRETS
1906
IN NEW MEXICO London, June 12. Henceforth
will be known as the great American
season in London. The climax is
Pair of.) Beautiful Birds Shot Near
reached' with. tne wrlval'
Moriarty 3,000 Miles From
For a whole week London
Home.
the
festivities will revolve around
President's daughter.
While shooting ducks near Moriarty
The King, who knows so well how
about a month ago, Hanry'Sims and to combine
royal and private functions
Herbert Sims, killed two beautiful
Reid on
by dining with Whitelaw
of
the
the
size
about
snowy birds,
lends an almost national
Tuesday,
to
common
specie of small heron,
character to his personal welcome. ToNew Mexico marshes. The birds
all London Is invited to Dorwere quite tame, when found by the night house. On
chester
Thursday Mrs.
hunters and apparently had never been
will give a ball for her
Paget
white
were
molested. They
snowy
sister, Miss Whitney, and Miss Gladys
with transparent bills of a brilliant Vanderbilt.
red color. The bills In no place were On
Monday night the Athambra prothicker than the larger end of on or- duces a new ballet
by Mrs. Ritchie,
of
The
needle.
legs
dinary darning
of Mrs. Ronalds, the most
daughter
red
of
a
brilliant
the fowls were also
popular American hostess in London.
and very long and slender much like It is
already impossible to get seats
Wiose of a crane.
Upon their return for the
performance, where the public
to Santa Fe, the Messrs. Sims brought will have
an opportunity of seeing
Sanito
birds
the
the strange looking
Alice Roosevelt, of whom it lhas heard
to
exhibited
tarium where they were
so much. After a dinner, given by the
local hunters but no one was able to Bradley-Martin- s
on Friday, the
tell what specie of the feathered famwill go for the week's end to
to.
Sims
Harry
ily they belonged
Rest Park, Mr. Reld's beautiful counthen sent the fowls to a taxidermist in
try residence.
wrote
Colorado Springs, who promptly
The hotels are crowded with Amerithat the birds were snowy Egrets, can visitors, Including three multia very rare specie, seldom found out- millionaires, who are travelling like
side of the extreme northern regions
royalty, incognito, to avoid persecuof the Americas. In all of his expertion in the shape of begging letters
ience as a taxidermist, he said1 he hod and women with false titles
offering
never had the opportunity of mount- to launch them on London
society.
ing an Egret. How hey came to be Among other American women ia
In the heart of New Mexico, is unexLondon Is Mrs. Moore, who was for
plained, as at the least estimate Uhe years the best known personality in
birds were 3,000 miles from their na- the American
colony in Paris. She
tive haunts. Mr. Sims will probably met the
King this spring at Biarritz,
place the birds in a museum, as soon and so amused him that he sent over
as they are returned to him. They are a
special invitation asking her to come
quite valuable as exhibits.
to the last court. .

Mover & Haywood
Alleged Murderers in Jail.

Low-no-

.

Long-worth- s

-

MILLIONAIRE SUED
(GREATEST FLEET
ST. JOHN'S M. E
FOR DIVORCE
EVER ON SEA
CHURCH DEDICATION
Mrs. William Ellis Correy Says Hus-

Reno, Nev., June 12.
Bllis Correy, wife; of

2.

Mrs,' William

the president
of the United States corporation, this
morning filed a petition to the second
district court of Nevada at this place

for an absolute decree of divorce. She
asks for a decree upon the ground of
desertion and also requests that the
custody of their minor son be given to
her.

FLAMES DESTROY

OILPLANT
Of

Walters-Pierc-

$50,000

e

Assembled Off Coast of Ireland 325
Ships and 63,000 Men.
Although "war"
London, June-1has not yet been declared, the mobilization of the British fleet Is practically
completed. It is ready to repel the
expected attack on an imaginary enemy now assembled off the west coast
of Ireland and threatening bo make descent on England.
The greatest aggregation of fighting
ships ever assembled totaling 325
warships and 63,000 men, is participating In the mimic warfare, which Is
designed totest the efficiency of the
new admiralty system for defense of
the British coasts and commerce.
The maneuvers are divided Into two
sections, first, tihe attack and defense of the coasts, in which torpedo
craft and submarines will play an important part; second the defense or
seaborne commerce and food supplies,
at the same time maintaining the
of tihe English coast.
--

band Deserted Her Wants
Child's Custody..

Company Loss Is
"
Speotator Injured By
Explosron.

Springfield, Mo., June 12.Spnrks
from a passing locomotive today set
fire to the warehouse of the Waters-PiercOil Company, which was burned
with a loss of $50,000. J. L. Brockman, FIRE WRECKS
a spectator, was seriously Injured by
BIG BRIDGE
flying fragments when a large number
of oil and gasoline barrels exploded.
Cutting Off Galveston, Texas, From
Outside World Swim or
'
COLONEL DUPONT
Row Now.
TO U. 8. SENATE.
Houston, Texas, June 12. About
1,000 feet of the bridge over a mile
Dover, Del., June 12. Colonel H. long, which connects the Galveston
A. Dupont was' elected United States islands with thesmaln land burned' this
Senator .by the Delaware legislature morning, completely isolating Galveswhich met in Joint session today at ton from an connection with the outBOOB.
side world except by boat.
e

,

-

Structure Completed Services to Be
Held June 24th Rev, Buohtel
Will Officiate.
St. 'John's Methodist
Episcopal
Church on Don Gaspar Avenue has
been completed and the formal dedicatory services will be held on June 24,
Rev. H. A. Buchtel, D. D., LL. D.,
chancellor of the Denver University,
officiating. He will be assisted by the
pastor, Rev. J. L. Shively, whose earnest work is responsible for the completion of the church ; Rev. A. P. Morrison of El Paso and Dr. Thomas
of Albuquerque. Dr. Buchtel Will
deliver the dedicatory sermon at 11
o'clock Sunday morning. On the preceding evening, June 23, he will also
give his popular lecture on Theodore
Roosevelt. There will be a special
musical program.

Har-woo- d

COUNTY

COMMISSIONERS
REVIEWING TAX ROLLS.

The Board of County Commissioners
continued Its session in the office of
Probate Clerk Marcos Castillo at the
court house at 9 o'clock this morning,
Chairman Arthur Sellgman presiding.
Commissioners A. L. Kendall and J. I.
Roybal were present. The forenoon
was spent in reviewing the tax rolls
for the fourth precinct, and the as
sessments for precinct No. 17 were tak
en up this afternoon. Chairman Sellsman said this afternoon that the work
would probably be comptotd tomorrow.
-

Doing Good Work Steadily ProgressConing Many Improvements

templated

.

FAVORED

HAPPY

Professor Robert P. Noble, who for
two years past has been professor of
chemistry at the New Mexico School
of Mines at Socorro, and has given
sfaction in that important
elected
position, and who was recently
that educapresident of the faculty of
tional Institution, arrived In the city
He oame to pay his re..vtmAnv
beto
spects to Governor Hagerman,
come acquainted with territorial
nrt to secure students for the
Profes
coming session of the college.
sor Noble found an old inenu m Elegant Social Function AtProfessor Hiram Hadley, superintendtended by Leading People
ent of public instruction and also in
Cordial Welcome.
Mrs J. A. Wood, wife of the superin
tendent of tho city schools. He was a
nii ct Professor Hadley away back
The elegantly appointed offices of
at- In Indiana and Mrs. Wood and he
same college. Proiessor the United States Bank and Trust
tn,i,i thn nresent
at the reception at Company, which yesterday morning
vnhio wbh
States Bank for the first time opened its Joori for
United
the
of
the opening
last
evening in business, in the New Laughlii block,
Comnanv
Trust
institution corner of San Francisco Street and
of
that
offices
the elegant
Don Gaspar Avenue, were thrown open
and enjoyed the evening.
at 8 o'clock last night and during the
To a representative of tnas paper
reception, which lasted until 10 o'clock,
the professor said:
hundreds of prominent Santa Fe citiwe
school
oa&t
year,
the
"Dnrtiic
zens and sojourners in the city were
have had an exceptionally fine set of the
guests of the officials.
students lu tho college and tne wore
The elaborate and costly furnishings
has been characterized by an Interest of the new
financial institution gave
and an earnestness which have Been
the interior of the office more of the
men
of
the
A
number
eratifvlne.
rv
of a cozy ana well appointwho had already had considerable appearance
ed home than of a monetary center.
nracticail experience, have been fitting
The decorations were In keeping with
themselves for nromotion and for in
the suiroundlngs. There appeared to
creased usefulness. Of the two mem- oa no particular color sfheme. Large
wr of the senior class in mining en
filled with red and white
jardiniers
been
has
gineerlng, one, Mr. Cockerill,
The winscnoiar- - peonies were conspicuous.
awarded the
dow aleove contained a number of
rewhich
This
gives
scholarship,
ship.
handsome potted palms in the center
munerative employment to its posses
of whlcj an orchestra was stationed,
the
opfor
desirable
sor, is especially
which discoursed fine music. At the
portunity which it affords of becoming Don
Gaspar Avenue entrance, several
familiar with tihe manufacture ana
misses stood at a table and preuse of the many kinds of mining ma- young
sented each lady entering with a hand,
the
constructed
by
chinery
some large carnation, red or white.
Company. The other member of Back of the
large desks, in the private
takthe senior class, Mr. Hubbard, has
offices and on every hand were exdesirable position with the
en, a ve-rfloral decorations of
Green Gold Silver Company at' Te- - quisitely arranged
carnations and palms,
peonies,
Mexico.
mosachlc,
Members Reception Committee,
"Five of our students have Just com
As the guests entered
they were
pleted a two weeks' tour of inspec
tion of mines, concentrators and smel- met by the reception committee, conters at El Paso, Douglas, Blsbee, sisting of Howard S. Reed, president;
Tombstone and Cananea under the C. H. Ingraham, vice president and
Percy F. Knight, assistant
direction of Professor Brinsmade who cashier;
returned to Socorro yesterday. These cashier; Frank Owen and R. H. Han-na- ,
directors, and J. D. Sena, Mrs. N.
visits proved to be very Instructive
for all concerned. Of those students B. Laughlln, Mrs. J. R. McFIe, Mrs.
who comprised the party, four have S. G. Cartwrlght, Mrs. J. M. Diaz, Mrs.
found employment for the summer at E. A. Fiske and Miss Bertha Staab.
ud wll ac- The officials of th now hank war ..
same nt the. places vleW
to those with whom they
quire experience in mining or smelt presented
had not already formed an acquainting operations.
"The outlook for next year Is ance, J. D. Sena acting as master of
ceremonies at the head of the receivbrighter than ever. The New Mexico
School of Mines has been steadily ing lino.
The visitors were
then
shown
growing in usefulness and the citizens
of New Mexico may expect to see this through the offices, which had been
left just as they were at the close ot
growth continue. Some much needed
the day's business. The fire proof
apparatus for quantitative work in
vault was of unusual Interest to many,
physics will be provided for the com-invear. several new courses will be the visitors being permitted to enter
offered and an increased efficiency of the working room of the bank in order
instruction will be secured through a that they might examine it to their
satisfaction.
They were also shown
closer correlation of subjects.
the adding machine, which Is one of
the great Inventions of the age and
GREAT YEAR FOR
was a novelty to many who saw Its
possibilities.
SHEEP AND ANGORAS Two
punch bowls, presided over by
the Misses Walter, Easley, Massle and
Unof
Bursum
Socorro, Reports
Mayor
Luckenbach, afforded refreshment for
precedented Good Condition Imthe guests. Later in the evening Ice
provements In Gem City.
cream and cake were served and cigars were provided for the gentlemen.
Hon. H. O. Bursum, has returned to
The event was a success in
and
his
Angora direction and that the officials ofevery
Socorro from
sheep
the
Mountains
goat ranches In the Oscura
bank already have many friends and
where he has spent the past six weeks well wishers in the
Capital City was
attending closely to the lambing and very evident. There was genuine and
and
of
thousands
Sheep
of
the
shearing
cordial hospitality, good feeling and
Angora goats on his ranches. He re- friendly sentiment on every hand and
for
ports the most successful year
the many handsome ami elegantly
sheep growers and Angora raisers ever gowned ladles and courteous gentlehad in central New Mexico. The in- men in
evening dress appreciating the
crease in lambs and kids was beyond hearty and sincere welcome which was
and
wool
sheared
is
precedence. The
extended them made the reception s
stored ready for shipment and is an brilliant social event
abundant crop, of superior texture and
Many Congratulatory Telegrams.
high grade. The outlook for the reThat the bank has the confidence
mainder of this year Is of the best as and well wishes of many financial inthere is an abundance of water and stitutions throughout the country was
grass for months to come.
demonstrated by congratulatory teleUpon his return to Socorro, Mayor grams from the following received yesBursum found the water supply systerday and posted in a conspicuous
tem of the town la a bad condition place: Crocker, Wool worth National
to
and immediately went to work
put Bank, San Francisco;
Los Angeles
it into good shape. Arthur J. Griffin, Trust Company, Los
Angeles; Bankers
engineer of the Santa Pe Water and National Bank, Chicago; Joseph J.
Light Company, was sent for and is Lewis, Los Angeles; Reed & Company,
now ta Socorro aiding Mr. Bursum Buffalo; E. H.
Embry, Kansas City;
to remedy the defects and to place the C. S. Castle, cashier American Trust
system in a proper condition which Is and Savings Bank, Chicago; Manufacnow being done. The mayor also con turers and Traders National Bank, Buftemplates the speedy construction of falo; Security Savings Bank, Los Ancement sidewalks on Manzanores Ave- geles; Corn Belt and Pioneer Trust
nue from the Plaza to the railroad de Bank, Kansas City; Peoples National
pot, Manznnares Avenue 'being the Bank, Buffalo; Denver National Bank,
principal thoroughfare of Socorro. He Denver; Reed & Company, San Franwill visit Santa Fe as soon as 'he clears
cisco; S. M. McRoberts and Amos
up accumulated work.
Shepard, Chicago; Boatmens' Bank,
St. Louis; First National Bank, SterlColorado.
Along with this list
ing,
POLICY HOLDERS
was posted a statement shewing that
COLLECTION AGENCIES deposits to the amount of $37,301.10
were made with the new Institution
To Secure Claims From Traders' yesterday.
Insurance Company Will
Incorporate.
HALF MILLION DOL-

New Bank Opens
With Brilliant

Reception.

offl-i,,t- a

e

San Francisco, June 12. San Fran
cisco policy holders in the Traders' insurance Company of Chicago have
adopted the report of their advisory
committee and have resolved to organize corporations for the collection
of their claims. At a meeting yesterday the policy holders authorized the
appointment of nine Incorporators to
arrange the necessary preliminaries
and file articles of Ineorporationt This
procedure was decided upon after the
policy holders had 'been informed of
the refusal of the receiver In Chicago
to afford their committee any information whatever regarding .the original
condition of the ' Traders' Insurance
Company or Its stockholder.

LARS LOSS BY FIRE
In New York Qity Firemen Injured
While Fighting Blaze Homes
"
Destroyed.
New York, June 12. Property valued at more' than half a million dollars was destroyed, nearly a score of
persons Injured and many forced to
flee from their homes in scant attire
by a fire In the block bounded by Bergen and Brook Avenue and 147th and
148th Streets, Bronx, early today. All
the injured are firemen. They were
victims of minor accidents during the
progress of the blaze and none were
fatally hurt.
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THE CANANEA INCIDENT A CASE IN POINT.
The Mexican authorities know how to deal with anarchists and
bomb throwing strikers. The agitators who fomented the recent outPRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
THE NEW MEXICAN
break and brought about outrages at the Cananca mining camp in
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Sec'yTreas.
MAX. FROST, Editor.
hours to leave the limits of the state and
were given twenty-fou- r
the republic, with the understanding that if they were found after that
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
lapse of time in Sonora or any other Mexican state, they would be placed
This admonition
a nice adobe wall and there shot to death.
against
4.00
HATES OF SUBSCRIPTION. ..
Dally, six months, by mall
desired effect and they hurriedly left Sonora and Cananea for
had
the
2.00
.$ ,2a. Dnll.v, three months', by mail
Daily, per week, by carrier
This may be called in
2.00 the good of the state and of the mining camp.
1.00 Weekly, per year
Dally, per month, by carrier
too
and despotic manautocratic
States
a
the
1.00
United
six
brutal,
month
75
summary
mall
Dally, per month, by
Weekly,
75 ner of
7.50 Weekly, per quarter
Dally, one year, by mall
dealing with men of the stamp mentioned. In Mexico they care
little for such criticism, the authorities know what they are about and do
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It, is sent to what is best for the
country and for the peace and dignity of the comevery postofflce In the Terrltor, and has a large and growing circulation
such a course has proven and does prove beneficial is
That
monwealth.
the
of
Southwest.
the
umong
Intelligent and progressive people
admitted by all who have knowledge of the affairs of the sister republic.
That something of the kind once in a while is also necessary in Uncle
Sam's dominions is acknowledged by many
patriotic and
good citizens. Certainly, wore this to be the case, awful crimes and wholesale murder, as for instance in the Cripple Creek strike of two years ago,
could not and would not occur. The United States of Mexico is behind
DAY FOR SOUTHEASTERN NEW MEXICO.
A BRIGHTER POLITICAL
the United States of America in many instances and in many directions,
A brighter day
A light is breaking in southeastern New Mexico!
but in some instances and in some directions they do order things official
for the people there is dawning ! The Republicans of Chaves, Eddy and and administrative better in the sister
republic to the south. The Ca.Roosevelt Counties, who heretofore have been very submissive in politics nanea incident is certainly a case in
point.
and in campaigns on account of the great preponderance of the Demoo
cratic vote in that section, have taken heart and are to make a strenuous
THIS YEAR'S ROSWELL FAIR.
convenfight for the election of county officials nominated at Republican
Pecos
Fair which will be held in Roswell this year bids
The
Valley
tions and running on Republican party platforms. God speed the move- fair to be the best affair of the kind ever hold in that section.
Energetic
ment. That it will prove for the good of that great section of the Sunshine
and' effective measures are now in progress to make it the success it
the
on
Territory this year anil in years to come is sure; that this action
be. The exhibits will he of the best; that will not be a very difif successful ought to
part of the Republicans of southeastern New Mexico even
ficult
matter
as the agricultural products and the fruit of that section
and
partially only, will redound to the benefit of the Republican party
excelled in this great country, from the Arctic circle
are
scarcely
are
There
of the Territory cannot be gainsaid, or truthfully denied.
to the Gulf of Mexico; from the Ailantic to the Pacific. There are the
ranks in the three
many earnest, patriotic and able men in Republican
there is the money, there is progressive, energetic spirit, there is
people,
counties named; by concerted, efficient and loyal action they can better
material for exhibits both in agriculture and
g
abundant
the conditions there existing both for the people and themselves io a lines and
not
should
beat
therefore
heretofore
the
fair
why
anything
will try.
In Eddy
great extent. Tt is gratifying to learn that they
attempted? The New Mexican believes that this will be the case. The
a
of
nomination
made
the
has
been
commencement
by
County the
drawback is that communication for groat numbers of people bethe only
straight Republican ticket for all county officials. In Chaves County
tween the central and southeastern portions of the Territory is hard and
behind
be
not
should
same result is anticipated, and Roosevelt County
costly. Tin's it is hoped, will bn overcome before another twelve months
even if the chances for success are less there than in the other counties
by the construction of anollier railroad, namely, one under contemplation
named.
"Faint heart never won fair lady." The Republicans of that to be built from Torrance to Roswell direct.
When that is the case the
section can help themselves and their party if they will and it now looks Roswell
be
will
of
Fair
citizens from northern,
attended
thousands
by
in its last isas if they have concluded to do so. The Register-Tribun- e
central and southern New Mexico who will do what they can and aid the
sue contains an editorial upon the situation which the New Mexican
people of the valley to make their annual fairs memorable and great
gladly reproduces to give it more extended circulation as it deserves it.
The Register-Tribun- e
says:
takes pleasure in reproducing in this issue
"The Register-Tribun- e
The Democrats of the south and west seem to be as much in favor
articles from the esteemed Carlsbad Argus and Texico Trumpet in re- of Colonel William
Jennings Bryan for the Presidency as they ever
gard to the primary question, and the comment of those journals should were. A half dozen Democratic conventions, held
recently, declared
be carefully read not only by Republicans but by all classes of people who
unequivocally and with loud trumpet blasts for him as their favorite in
believe in good government,
the 1908 Presidential race. The southern and western Democrats may
"The remarks are especially applicable here in Chaves County, where again be arrayed in that year of our Lord
against the eastern and Pafor a great many years the Democratic party has had its own way and cific coast states Democracy, and
history
repeat itself in that year
may
lias built up an oligarchy that pays little attention to the real wishes of
following the outlines of the battles and results of 1896 and 1900. The
the people or the rights of the governed. The Democratic machine has re- time for the national
nominating conventions is as yet too far off to engage
lied so much upon its strength that it has always considered the in
prognostication and prophecy, nevertheless, it again looks like William
party before competence, and with one or two exceptions the county offices Jennings Bryan as the Democratic standard bearer for that campaign.
are filled with men who could not command a salary of $60 a month
o
in any ordinary calling.
"The school board of the town of Las Vegas has taken the right
"As the county has increased in population the Democratic party has step to collect the school poll tax. The
city should follow this good exincreased in arrogance, so that it allows no right of existence save to
ample. The teachers are underpaid, more improvements are needed at
those that bend the knee, and a great part of the population have been the
high school, there should be several more teachers in the schools and
shut out from any choice in the selection of the servants of the people, yet nine out of ten citizens neglect to
pay the small sum of $1 which the
who under the party domination have become the masters.
law says they shall pay for the support of the schools. If the poll tax
"For a long time, in the desire to save the country from the grasp is not paid
upon demand suit should ho brought against the delinquents."
of men notoriously incompetent and unfit, many Republicans have gone
Las Vegas Optic.
into the primaries and voted, in the vain Imp? of having selected men
The stand taken by
Mexican's esteemed contemporary is
Almost invariably they correct and if carried out
who in a faint measure would justify election
by the authorities would prove of good for the
have failed of their purpose and the same old gang has been triumphant,
public schools in every section of the Territory.
o
turning public office into a private snap and switching the same brethren
around from office to office to the end of the chapter. If it is a fact that
the
"Let
good work go on. There should be no delay in the matthe voter is irrevocably bound by the choice of the primary, even though ter
of getting everybody to sign the petition asking for one postoffice for
the ticket is named by much less than a majority of his own party,
the city and town." Las Vegas Optic.
the word freedom should be expunged from the political almanac, assuring
The advice which the Optic thus gives the citizens of Las Vegas is
those Republicans who have gone into the Democratic primaries that
the best under the circumstances and should be heeded by all
certainly
they have deeply erred. Looking at it in any such light, no selfrespccting or those most interested.
United the city of East Las Vegas and the town
patriotic Republican will have anything to do with the Democratic primary of Las
will constitute a strong and prosperous community. Divided
Vegas
except to leave it severely alone, and such is the proper course even in the there must be friction which
cannot but prove injurious to the progress
face of the fact that which existed here so long that the Democratic nomiand prosperity of the city.
to
election.
when
was
nation
the
This year,
for the first time
equivalent
o
there is a bright prospect of electing the whole ticket, Republicans can
The people pf New Mexico and Arizona will welcome the day when
well afford to let the Democrats nominate whom they please.
will not have to discuss the question of their admittance into the
they
e
drew attention to these facts
"Early this spring the Register-TribunThat day is coming slowly but
and insisted that all Republicans and good citizens generally should stay Union in separate or joint statehood.
out of the primary, as a representative Republican ticket will be nominated surely. The first session of the 59th Congress may not bring forth an
and there is better than an even chance of electing it. This declaration enabling act, and again it may; this will be established in a few days.
it not, then the attempt to have such an act
passed will be taken
was taken as a piece of refined humor at first, but as the months go by, Should
up
again and pushed with strenuosity in the second session; if beaten
and more and more of the people signify their intention of staying out
of the primary entirely, the truth of it is being recognized. The Demo- there, the people will make themselves " heard in the 60th Congress. "Nevcratic leaders recognize it. Wiser in their day and age than their brethren er give up the ship !"
in Eddy County, they have refrained from disfranchising the Mexicans
The breakfast food men are now advising the people not to eat
and have sought no legislation toward closing the stores where the stuff
that makes Democrats is kept on tap. They would have done the first sausages or other meat preparations for the first meal of the day, hut to
if they had dared, but the latter was not among their desires. Booze and confine themselves to breakfast foods.
They point to the result of the
the Democratic primary are too closely connected in these parts for any investigations of the packing houses and say "I told you so." But how
such action to be seriously contemplated, especially when for the first about the charges that many breakfasts foods are nothing but sawdust and
time the people show signs of taking a hand in the selection of county offi- - old ropes? Which is which?
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GENERAL AGENTS

Many citizens of Santa Fe have
good reason to be thankful for bur-

dens lifted from aching backs, which
they bore patiently for years. Scores
tell about their experlencess publicly.
Here's a case of It: Lino Romero, driver of delivery
wagon for Kaune and Company, residence Palace Avenue, says: "Somes
times my back aches acutely,
it was a dull pain just across
the loins, and when in the acute
stage, I have been laid up for two
or three days at a time. I never took
anything for it as the attacks seemed
to disappear ns mysteriously an they
came, but when suffering from one I
happened to read about Doan's Kidney
Pills in a Santa Fe paper, and I went,
to Ireland's Pharmacy for a box. It
absolutely stopped tho pains and
aches."
For sale by all dealers. Price B0
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents' for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's anft
take no other.
some-'.Ime-

PENN

FOR

FOR NEW MEXICO

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

'

OF PHILADELPHIA,
Purely

a

Mutual Insurance Company.

Rational Surety

of flew York

Co.,

Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.
.,

V

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

TflE PALACE HOTEL

Foster-Milbur-

SUMMER TOURIST RATES.
Santa Fe to Denver, Colora.lo Springs
and Pueblo via the Denver . Jim
Grande. Tickets on sale Juno 1 fit to
September H0, final limit October Hist
Stopovers allowed north of Pueblo In
either direction. To Denver and return $22..r!i. To Puohlo and return
$17X5. To Colorado Springs and return $19.55.
F. II. 11'HUIDR.

Aftonl,

if mill Qfnpnr'h trnnhlno vmi rl ni.i
conclude there Is no cure, for a giwnt
many have been pcrmanely cured by
.
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Get a free sample at. any drug
store and give thorn a trial. They also
cure constipation and biliousness.

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

On of tie Best Hoteli in the West
CuUnc and Table Service Unexcelled

Laft Sampk Room

LACOME & GABLE, Proprietors.

C THE
L

In--

H. S. LUTZ,
Sarala Fe, N. M.

t
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LOW RATES TO SANTA FE, N. M.,
Via the Santa Fe Railway.

Denver, Colorado Springs and
tho Santa Fe will sell tickets
fare for the round trip. Dates
June B, 12. 14, IS), 26; .Inly 10,
19, 20, 21, 22, 27, 31' August 7, 14,
21, 2i, 24, 2S; September 3, IS, 25, 2",
28, 29; Odtober 2, 9, lfi; limit 30 days
from date of salo. For particulars
quire of any agent, Santa Fe.

wuii

A

Tah-lels-

From
Pueblo
at one
of sale

lot Commercial Tmrelen.

a

HOTEL

American and European Flan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Ilented. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Prens the Button we do the rest.

If you know the value of Chamberlain's Salvo you would never wish to
be without, it. Here are some of tho
diseases for which It is especially valuable: Sore nipples, chapped hands,
burns, frost bites, chilblains, chronic
sore eyes, itching piles, tetter, salt
rheum and eczema. Price 25 cents
per box, For sale by all druggists.

Cotfonaclo Hotel
The Best 50c Rooms in the Southwfist.
Restaurant in Connection.
Short Orders Served Night and Hay.
Regular Meals, 23o.
Serves First Class Spanish Dishes.
Everything in Season,
322 San Francisco St.
South Side Plaza.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
To Colorado, Via the Santa Fe.
June 1st 'to September 30th tho

Santa Fe will sell tickets to Denver
and return at the rate of $22.50; Colo-- '
rado Springs, $19.55; Pueblo, $17.55.
Tickets on sale daily and are good for
return passage until October 31st.,
II. S. LUTZ, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.

6. LUPE HERRERA Proprietor.
bANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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"There was a time when the Republicans and the people might better save their time than even think against the Democratic primary system, but that day is passed in Chaves County. A vast population is
settling upon these slopes, and the big majority of them arc Republicans,
while many more are not so partisan but that they want to see the real
people have a voice in the choice of the public officers. It is this double
class that has painted a sunrise upon the slaten canvas of party domination, and which will take a hand in politics this year, the right way.
"These are facts not theories, and when they are digested it is easy
to see why Republicans and all others who do not wear the collar of tradition and misrule should keep out of the primaries. Let the old time
Democrats have their way on the 30th of June. The real innings of the
people will come on the first Tuesday in November and the score is
going to astonish the natives and give to the masses something like a
fair deal."
.

SUPPRESSION OF LOCAL NEWS.

The Arizona Sentinel, published in Yuma, about as hot a town as
there is on the North American continent, recently contained a level
headed editorial, the reasoning and tenor of which are very applicable in
many other places, neither the last nor the least of these being Santa
Fe. The editorial deals with the subject of people asking the editor to
refrain from publishing items of news which occur in the community
and elsewhere and of interest to the people at large. The Sentinel says :
" 'Keep it out of the paper,' is the cry which the local newspaper
publisher frequently hears. To oblige often costs considerable, though
the party who makes the request thinks the granting scarcely worth saying 'thank you' for. A newspaper is a peculiar thing in the public eye.
The news gatherer is stormed at because he gets hold of one item amj
i. abused because he docs not get another.
Young men, and often young
women, as well as older persons, often perform acts which become legitimate items for publication and then rush to the newspaper office and
beg the editor not to notice their escapades. The next day they condemn
the same paper for not having published another party doing the same
thing they were guilty of, forgetting, apparently, their late visit to the
printing office."
o

The meat packing establishments of the ' country desire a
There are others!

rest.

The coal strike in the coal producing states east of the Rocky Mountains is about settled. The strikers say they have not lost and the
operators say they have come out on top. Who has been the loser? As
usual,
the people. In due course of time the people will win and the
operators
on one side and the strikers on the other will be
taught greatly needed
'
lessons. About time!
There is not much difference between private citizens of this
country
and European potentates. Both classes seem to be in
danger of losing
their lives easily, especially on railroad trains and in city streets,

UNKNOWN FRIENDS.
There are many people who have
used Chamberlain's
Cholera
Colic,
and Diarrhoea Remedy with splendid
results, but who are unknown because they have hesitated about giving a testimonial of their experience
for publication. Theso people, however, are none the less friends of this
remedy. They have done much toward
making it a household word by their
personal recommendations to friends
and neighbors. It is a Rood medicine
to have in the home anil is widely
known for its cures of diarrhoea and
all forms of bowel trouble. For sale
by all druggists.
TO CLOUDCROFT.
Summer Resort In Our Own Territory.
Commencing June 1st, good. for return September 29th, 1906, tho Santa
Fo Central Railway, In connection
with the TC. P. & S. W. Railway will
sell round trip tickets at the low rate
of $14.05. For advertising matter descriptive of Olondcroft, call on or address S. B. Orlmshaw, general Passenger Agent..
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Modern Scientific Method.1? for Treatment of Disease.
TENT

COTTAGES FOR

THE

CURE

OF TUBERCULOSIS

PerDiet and treatment as approved by leading medical authorities.
sonal study and attention given each case. Separate hospital for fever

and other patients. For further particulars address,
DR. J. II. SLOAN, Medical Director, SANTA

FE,

N. M.

A

THE VERY BEST REMEDY FOR
BOWEL TROUBLE,
Mr. M. F. Borrouglis, an old and
well known resident of Buffton, Iud.,
says: "I regard Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy as the
very best remedy for bowel trouble. I
make this statement
after having
used the remedy in my family for
several years. I'am never without
it." This remedy is almost sure to
be needed before the summer Is over.
Why not buy it now and he prepared
for such an emergency? For sale by
all druggists.

:
o
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
Vice President Fairbanks has denied the
You can got somo bargains in the
report that he is the
owner of a newspaper in Indiananolis. Another indication that, ho ia
real estate line right now by calling
on the reliable real estate dealers,
candidate for Presidential honors.
Hughes & Delgado. Office west side
of PJaia. "'
The new Senator from Maryland is only 83 years of
age. Senators
Morgan and Pettus of Alabama will welcome him, nevertheless, as he is CITY OF MEXICO VIA 8ANTA FE,
not as much of a boy as the great majority of Senates.
$43.65.
One fare for the round trip, dates
of sale April 25th to May Eth, return
limit July 31st.
Every mother feel ft Also on June 25th to July 7th, regreat dreaid of the pain turn limit September 15th. Also Sepand danger attendant upon tember 3d to 14th inclusive, return
the most critical period limit October 31st. Liberal stop overs
of her life." Becoming allowed.
a mother should he a soiuve of joy to all, but the suffering and
Just Ilka Santa Fe all tho way.
Call on any agent for Information.
danger incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery.
II. S. LUTZ,
Mother's Friend is the only remedy which relieves women of the great
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
pain and danger of maternity ; this hour which is dreaded as woman's
severest trial is not only made painless, but all the danger is avoided
"AND THE WORLD GOES ON."
by its use. Those who use this remedy are no longer despondent or .The
above Is the title to a new song
gloomy j nervousness, nausea and other distressing conditions- are that is
gaining in population every
is
the
made ready for the coming event, and the
overcome,
system
day. The "Bon Ton" is the title of
bu cuinmon to ine critical
kuuub
the best lunch counter and hotel in
hour are obviated by the use of Mother's '
Santa Fe, which Is also gaining in
"it is worth its weight in gold,"
popularity. When you eat there once
you have a longing desire to continue
tays many who have used it. $i.oo per
bottle at drug stores.
Book containing
a customer. And the world still goes
on. Are you glad?
valuable information of interest to all women, will fTV
be tent to any address free upon
If you Want anythingon earth try
CRADFUO REGULATOR 00.,
a New Mexican "ad."

mm mm
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Fresh Fruits

Fresh Flowers All the Time.

In

Season.

v

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden.
Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Cut Flowers a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations.

San Miguel

Floral Designs. .Telephone No. 12. P. O. Box 457.

DUDROVV

li 'HOHTEME

Undertakers acd

Eabalmers
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

Dodfow'i Office Btfildin
Day Ttlepo
LB.

35.

at M i

THE- -

ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

Ant omolbi 1 e
MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

",The short line between Santa F;;
Albuquerque and all points of Central
and Western New Mexico and Roswell
nd the Pecos Valley, saving passenleast 21 hours in
gers and malls
time in making these points; alo connecting at Torrance with the Rock Island system for all points east, and

it

et.

Leave Torrance for Roswell dally at
arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
Leave Roswell for Torrance daily at
at 1 p. m., arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
m. This Is the schedule time allowed
for carrying the mail; but under favorable conditions, the trip Is made In
about half the time. Grips and hand
sachels carried, but cannot handle
trunks at present
4 a. m.,

J. W. STOCKARD, Manager, Roswell, New Mexico.
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AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SMALL INVESTORS,
to handle
There is no

surer or safer investment than good inside City Propery, but It takes money
propositions ilfee this, aad the maa wi'Jt
small capital is barred. Growing new town3, with conditions favorable to permanency afford an opportunity to the small investor to place his savings
where his money will earn a handsome profit, equal in proportion to that ot h!a more fortunate brother with larger means. This chance ia offered at

Climatological Service U. 8. Weather
Bureau, New Mexico
Section.
Local

Ths eldest banking Institution In New Mexico. Establish
In 1170.
RUFUS J. PALEN, Pretldent.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashltr.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vic Pretldent. ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.

Office,

United States
Bureau.
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Weather

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
For week ending June 11th, 1906.
The week began rather cool, but toward Its close temperatures rose rapWhich has all the things necessary for Lhe building of a good, substantial town, including water of sod quality, abundant In quauUly at a depth ot 35
uralus end Undivided Profits M,0M.
Capital HsMoa.
idly and it ended with an average ot
eot below the surface, located in and tributary to the finest section of .grazing country In the Southwest with agriculture In Its Infancy; aa fine an all
about 2 degrees a day above the nor
around climate as there Is In the world, with a pushing, energetlo class of citizens and two railroads, one the new A., T. & S. F. Short Line to the
Transects a general banking business In all Ita branches.
Loans
mal. Very high day temperatures prePacific. WUIard has made a most phenomenal growth and the price ot lots will soon advance. Better come now. The townslte is owned by
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and colvailed In prectlcally all parts ot the
lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
Territory except In the extreme north.
Its customers. Buys and sells domestlo and foreign exchange and
At many stations the highest readings
WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Piv.
makes telegraphic transfsrs of money , to all parts of the civilized
JOHN BECKER, Pns. and Gen. Mgr.
were observed since the dry and hot
world on aa liberal terms ae are given by any
WM, ft. BBRGER, Secretary.
month ot August, 1903. On the other
Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancla, New Mexico. LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.
agency, subtle or private. Intereet allowed on time depoeite at the
Carl A. Dalles, Manager of The John Becker Co. Stores at Willard. has charge ot the sale ot lota In the absence ot Mr. Corbett.
hand, cool niglfts were common, es
rate of three per cent per annum, on a elx month'- - or year's term.
pecially over the northern counties.
Liberal advancaa made on consignments of live stock and products.
Light frost occurred In the higher disThe bank exeeutee all orders of its patrons In the banklna line, and ? tricts of the extreme north on the 7 th
WHAT WE WILL DO.
8 alms to extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, ae la eon- - 5 and 8th.
nights ot the week. The laller part year over $1,200; price $2,250; one and U. S. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
Whenever you want an easy shave
J?
alstent with eafety and the principles of sound banking. Safety Da-- S
Forecast for New Mexico.
More detailed reports of the thun- was warm and without wind. Ttain Is! ft fourth miles east of Espanola.
As good a9 barbers ever gave,
No. 6. The "Espanola Garden," one
posit boxs for rsnt. The patronage of the publlo Is respectfully so-- $ der showers that occurred on the 2d needed.
Partly cloudy tonight and Wednesday
S and 3d Indicate that these were quite
Nara Visa Willard Belknnp
Molted.
The half mile east of Espanola at $2,250. with thunder showers In north and east Just call on us at our salon
At morn or eve or busy noon.
heavy at many stations In the north- week has been dry, clear and very This place is a full bearing apple or- portion,
We'll curl and drnRS the hair with
the
thermometer
registered
east part of the Territory. Also that warm. A light shower on the 3d gave chard and market garden tract of sevYesterday
as follows:
grace,
they extended southward along the .17 Inch precipitation, hut we are be- en acres; a six room house; telephone,
temperature $0 degrees at We'll suit the contour of your face.
eastern border and the Pecos Valley ginning to need more. The highest barn, cellar, packing house, corral and 3:10Maximum
Our razor sharp and scissors keen;
p. m.
to the southeast counties. In the lat- temperature was 93 degrees and the wire fence and house for chickens. A
53 degrees at
Minimum
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTF
Our shop is neat and towels are. cieau,
beautiful and convenient home andta 3:45 a. m, temperature
ter district, however, the Bhowers were lowest 50 degrees.
UPS WELL, WttW MEXICO.
we think you'll find
And
Ojo Callente A. Joseph The warm place to make good money, besides
The mean temperature foi the 24 To everything
generally light and covered small
suit the taste and please the mind
areas. Since the 2d and Sd no preci- weather and dryness continue anil rain apples this pluco has cherries, peers, hours was 70 degrees.
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
First class bath room, T. W. Robert's
Mean relative humidity 33 per cem.
plums, quinces and large beds of as
pitation has occurred and the sunshine is badly needed in this section.
Established and Supported by the Territory.
Lowest temperature during last night 0. K. Barber Shop, 247 Salmon Block.
Orange F. M. Holmsley We have paragus, spinach and rhubarb. The
has been almost continuous, while
San Francisco Street, Santa Fo, N.M.
rather high winds and dust storms had Reveral sand storms during the vegetable products alone of this place 59 d('g'9ei
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and fruit were over $500. Terms cash.
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General
Passenger
Agent,
Agent,
W. A. L.iTarr
Manuelito
Quite from the wind and add to the attrac- - ican Printing Company and leave their Reports, full sheep, $3 50 delivered;
U. S. Mineral Surveyor
El Paso, Tei.
Torrance, X. M.
full list school tanks.
j heavy frost occurred the first three tlveness ot the pVace; produced last work there.
Baata Te,
New Mexico.

THE GATEWAY

Willard Town and Improvement Company.
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ANTONIO JOSEPH.

Proprietor.
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H. C. Yontz

Santa Fe Central

latcte,

JEWELRY!
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P. F. HANLEY.
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EL PASO,

1

California; Mexico

post-offlc-

AND THE WEST.

Kansas City. St. Louis, Chicago
Most Conveniently Reached

one-hal- f

and

2

EI Paso & Southwestern

stop-ove-

Connecting Closely With the Famous
"Golden State Limited"

Los Angeles, St. Louis and Chicago.
"'

,

,

box-eld-

.
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SANTA

fOUR.

Special

REDUCTION!
F
O
R
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2 WEEKS

el

Tailor-Mad- e

SUITS
Which is of Great Inter
est to the Public.
$17.81)

$151

SUIT FOR

$20.00
it

it

ii

$24.00
$27.00

M

PERSONAL MENTION
J. Dawo, traveling tor a Denver
grocery house, called on the trade In

c.

town today.
Andre
Naranjo, a farmer from
Coyote, was In Santa Fe today on land
office business.
F. W. Belze and two boys, tourists
from Chicago, spent the day In Santa
Fe sight seeing.
R. L. Kraus, travellnfi out of
was In Santa Fe today attend-- !
lug to business.
Bruce Knowlan, a knight of the grip
from St. Louis, was in town today calling on the trade.
Is
Domingo Pacheco of Estancla,
on a
spending a few days la the city
visit to relatives.
Ellas Clarke, merchant at Alcalde,
in
Rio Arriba County, spent today
town on business.
this
p. F. McCanna, manager of
year's fair at Albuquerque, has gone
east on a business trip,
W. R. Swanson, a traveling man
from Omaha, Nebraska, called on the
trade in Santa Fe today,
a commercial man
O. Ehultman.
from Trinidad, was In the city today
and called on tthe trace.
Mrs. W. H. Greer lias returned to
Albuquerque from a visit to Chicago
land summer resorts on the lakes.
j
,J. W. Casebolt, a farmer in the
cinity of Estancla, was In town today
;and attended to personal business,
C. H. White, a commercial man from
Salt Lake City, Utah, today attended
to business matters In the Capital
Chi-jcag-

vi--

$30.00

This is the biggest

opportunity you
ever had. Come
at once and have
your measure tak- en before the rush
We sell
begins.
every suit with a

guarantee.
MONEY

BACK IF YOU WANT

IT IS THE WAY IT GOES HERE!

Nathan Salmon
249-251-2-

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods,
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N.M

fa
I
i

i

WINTER GROCERY CO.
CANON CITY

Strawberries!
I

j

Agents for

KNE1PP MALT COFFEE
M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY

1

S. E. Corner

Plaa,

mmmmmamm

Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

incorporated

hhhhh

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain. Flour and Potatoes. Stationeiy,
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT

ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.
SANTA FR, N. M.

of

Athletic Supplies
and the name "Victor" is a sure guarantee that the quality is of the very
tiest and the price right. You will not
be disappointed with anything bearing
the "Victor" trademark. We also carry

stock Tents, Camp Stools, Camp
Stoves, Shotguns, Rifles, Ammunition,
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Baskets, Lines
and everything necessary for a complete camping outfit.
in

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
228 San Francisco St.

:

the grip,
a Trinidad wholesale
representing
nrm, was in town today interviewing
local dealers.
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Safford
left last evening for Las Cruces, the
county seat of Dona Ana County on
official business.
J. E, Keeler, a drummer from New
Vork, called on local merchants today
In the interest of a wholesale firm
which he represents,
F. A. Robinson, traveling out. of Den-- i
ver for a wholesale mercantile firm,
was in the city today attending to
commercial business.
Mrs. M. A. Moore and Miss .Tones,
tourists from Denver, were In the city
yesterday sight seeing. They were
guests at the Palace.
F. L. Hindle, an employe of the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad at Alamosa,
was in Santa Fe last night and returned home this morning.
L. Reinhardt was in Santa Fe today
calling on local merchants in the in
terest of a wholesale hat firm of St.
Louis, which he represents.
C. B. Slevin, representing a novelty
concern, arrived in the city from
Greenville, Texas, today and will be
In Santa Fe a week or ten days.
Charles Trzebiatowsui, a real estate
man from Milwaukee, Wisconsin, arrived in the city yesterday and will
remain in this vicinity for some time
for the benefit of his health.
Arthur J. Griffith, engineer of the
Santa Fe Water and Light Company,
Is in Socorro, temporarily employed by
and
that city on the reconstruction
betterment, of its water works.
District Attorney and Mrs. Frank W.
Clancy of Albuquerque, were passengers for Gallup yesterday where Mr.
Clancy will attend the special session
of the term of court for McKlnley
County in Ills official capacity.
Judge Ira A. Abbott, of the Second
Judicial District Court, went to Gallup
yesterday and today opened a special
term of the district court for McKln
ley County in that town. This will be
in session probably two weeks.
Leo W. Murissey and G. F. Casper,
government cattle inspectors, arrived
In the city from Albuquerque yesterday and registered at the Claire. They
left at. 11 o'clock this morning for
towns along the Denver & Rio Grande
Railroad.
Frank S. Davis, now traveling out of
Trinidad, Colorado, formerly a resident of this city, arrived in town last
night accompanied oy his daughter,
Miss Clara Davis, who will visit girl
friends in the Capital for some weeks.
They registered at the Claire.
Mrs. E. brannen and son of Espa-nolwere in Santa Fe today en route
to Palm Beach, California. Her husband, who is an architect, has been
in the cit for some time and may decide to locate
here. Mrs. Brennen
stopped for a short visit before continuing her journey to California.
a

Professor R. P. Noble of Socorro,
who will be the president of the faculty of the School of Mines after September 1st, arrived in the city yesterday and today attended to business
with
connected with the Institution
which he has been connected for the
past two years as professor of chemistry.

PROCLAMATION FOR
OBSERVANCE FLAG DAY

It will pay you to see us first before
buying any Athletic Goods. We are
the local agents of the well known and

Celebrated "Victor" Lines

City.
W. Donider, a knight of

Telephone 14

Issued From Governor's Office
blem Adopted June 14, 1777,

Em-

Governor Hagerman Monday Issued
the following proclamation for observance of flag day, June 14, in which he
pays a tribute to the banner of the
country and the day upon which especial honor is paid to It:
Executive Office, Santa Fe, N. M
Although it may be said that every
day in America is "Flag Day" to us,
as we live beneath Its protecting shadow and enjoy the liberty it typifies,
yet It is highly commendable to set
one day apart every year for the special honor of our national ensign. In
the midst of our busy lives we are
apt to forget that we owe all the freedom, happiness and prosperity we enjoy to the constitution of the republic
and the flag that so fittingly represents
it.

X'EW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, K.M.
continental congress, on Juno 14'th,
Unilon
1777, enacted that the
Flag
of the young republic should be thirteen stripes and thirteen stars, and
on April 4th, 1818, It was further enacted that on the admission of a new
state to the Union, one stair be added
The first
to the Union of the flag.
flag that was legally adopted, amid the
storms and stress of war, floated over
the Territory now occupied by the
thirteen original states, which was
inhabited by about 3,500,000 souls. Onyears
ly oue hundred and twenty-nin- e
have passed away since then, and now
that flag contains forty-fivstairs, representing that number of Independent
commonwealths, with a population of
over 80,000,000 freemen. From the
narrow space between the Alleghenies
and the Atlantic, the flag has crossed
the Mississippi, crossed the Alleghenies and the Rocky Mountains, reached
the Pacific, crossed that ocean to the
Atoutian Islands, to Hawaii, and farther yet, to the gateway of tlhe Orient,
the great Philippine Archipelago; and
wherever it floats, It Is tine same flag
of the free, guaranteeing "life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness" to all
American citizens.
The history of our flag Is short, but
more advancement has been made during its life, in all that goes to make
up the sum of human happiness, than
in all the years that elapsed since
the fall of the Roman Empire.
It has been handed down to us by
generations of patriots, who carried it
safe amid every peril, saved it from
dishonor and bedewed it with the best
blood that ever flowed from human
veins. How then can we fall to love
and honor the sacred emblem? Our
children should be taught to look up
to Its beautiful folds with devotion,
second only to that they owe to God.
They ought to be taught 'to lead honorable, upright lives, ever ready to
maintain the right and resist wrong,
no matter In what form it comes, so
that if they ever should be called to
defend their flag In battle, they could
do so with brave, true hearts and clean
hands; and thus the flag of the free
shall be bequeathed to future genera
tions as pure and unspotted as It
came to us.
In accordance with established custom and usage, therefore,
I, H. J.
Hagerman, Governor of the Territory
of New Mexico, do hereby recommend
that Thursday, June 14, 1906, be set
aside and obseved as "Flag Day" and
recommend that on that day the mayors of cities be requested to order
flags displayed on municipal- buildings; that the editors of newspapers
publish articles upon 'the subject of
the flag; that school officers and teach
ers be requested to arrange for patri
otic exercises and teach the story of
the flag and what it represents, and
have the young people pledge their
fealty and loyalty to it, and that all
good citizens of the Territory see to
it that the day is properly and fitting
ly observed.
Done alt the executive office Shis the
11th .day of June, A. D 1906.
Witness my hand and the great seal
of the Territory of New Mexico.
H. J. HAGERMAN.
(Signed)
By the Governor:
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
(Seal)
Secretary of New Mexico.
e

COLORADO RIVER
A GREAT OCEAN
Water
Stream's

Of

Strenuous Fight Against
About
Enchroachments
Salton Sink.

Los Angeles, June 12. The latest
news from the water situation is that
the Colorado River is at about the
twenty-eigh- t
foot gauge at Yuma,
is
which means that its discharge
about 75,000 cubic feet of water per
second. At such a gauge a large
amount of this water must be carried
but neverthedown the old channel
less, there Is plenty of It coming this
way. The water at Calexlco is higher than it was ever known to be before and the flood waters at that
point are almost ten miles wide. The
levees by which Calexlco and Mexican are protected have been raised
until they are still about two feet
above the water. The rise of the
waters at that point is about one
hours. Since
inch every twenty-fou- r
the last report a great deal of work
has been done toward enlarging the
Silsbee.
mew river channel beyond
This work has been quite successful
considering the obstacles with which
they were confronted. The fiver had
been diverted from Its proper course
by a dam some years ago and had
filled up with vry tough clay and
sediment. It had also divided into a
number of email channels. It was,
therefore, a big job to cut out the
main channel, remove the dam and
get the water to flow la one
stream. This latter work has not yet
been accomplished but it is expected
to have the main channel sufficiently
enlarged from the Blue Lake inlet
down within a very few days so that
very little water will run through
Blue Lake.
Heretofore a great stream has gone
through: Blue Lake and this has caused a great deal of damage to tlhe land
northwest from the lake by cutting
out great gullies. Several of these
are immense chasms and one has cut
out almost back to the lake itself.
There is danger should the work of
channel making not succeed sufficiently to carry practically all the water
the other way that this wash will yet
reach Blue Lake and cause the main
Channel of the river to go that way.
The splendid work that has been done
however, has cut the main channel out
so much and brought It. up so close to
the Blue Lake inlet that it Is practically certain to succeed and Blue Lake
be saved.
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Established

Very Much Under Doctor Three
PermaMonths and No Better

Expnse of $2,

WORK WONDERS
Mr. A. C. Barnctt, proprietor of a
general store in Avard, Oklahoma,
tells in the following grateful ietter
how Cuticura cured him and his son
of terrible eczemas:
"My little boy had eczema. His
head was one solid sore, all over his
scalp; his hair all came out, and he
suffered very much. 1 had a physician
treat him, but at the end of three
months he was no better. I remembered that the Cuticura Remedies
had cured me, and after giving him
two bottles of Cuticura Insolvent,
according to directions, and using
Cuticura Soap and Ointment on him
daily, his eczema left him, his hair
grew again, and neither he nor myself
have had any eczema since.
As to his own case, Mr. Barnett says:
" I suffered with eczema, a burning,
itching, breaking out on my face for
more than a year. I took treatment
from physicians for several months,
which did no good. I was then
advised to try Cuticura. I took
six bottles of Cuticura Resolvent, and
used Cuticura Soap and Ointment
freely every day. I began to improve
soon after starting to use them, and
when I had taken the nix bottles of
the Resolvent my face had become
clear, I had good color, and all eruptions hod left me.
"We use the Cuticura Soap and
Ointment in our family now for
general use, and it keeps our skin
soft and healthy. I cheerfully recommend the Cuticura Remedies for all
cases of eczema, (signed) A. C. Barnett, Avard, Oklahoma, Mar. 30, 1905. "

and

belt

carry the largest stock
We have the most varied
We

Why?

assortment
the latest styles
sell at lowest prices
maintain the quality

We show
We
We

We lead,

others follow

It will pay you to see our stock of Carpets and Curtains In fact everything
In our line and we earnestly request
you to Shop with us.

For Half

P.

a

Century the Leading Dry Goods House in the City of Santa Fe

O. Box, 2 !!i.

PhoriH,

No. 86.

Headquarters for.

STRAWBERRIES

1

Complete External and Internal Treatment for every
Humor, from Pimple, tn Snrofula, from infancy to Age,
conatiting of Cuticura Soap, Itfc, Ointment, Mc., ReinL
Tent, 60c. (in form of Chocolate Coated Pilla, Sttc. par rial
of 80), maybehadofaildruRiiiiti. A alngle let often ourei.
Porter Drug ft Chain. Corp., note Propa., Boiton.
Free, ' All about (tie Skin. Scalp, and Hair.

)

I

are now receiving daily cxpesss
shipments of Missouri strawberries

We

We also have Fancy,

Fresh Pineapples. Fancy Oranges. Lemons and
Bananas.
Vegetables of all kinds.

h COMPANY

H. S. HAUNE
t til.

laundry?

ff

t

'

Phone 26.

Leading Grocers.

phone 26

CUT PRICES!
CUT

PRICES.

ot first class
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
ro going to close out In the next
thirty days at great bargains. Now is
ho time to fit up your house when
s on can get the best goods at the lowest prices. Wb will furnish your
house from kitchen to garret. Yon
can pay cash and get a discount or
we will give you all the time you want
on easy payments. Call in and see
mir goods.
Wo have a tinantity

The Reigning

Style

The Outins cellar, introduced
first by us lat Spring, was
adopted by well dressed men
and altho" copied under many
brands, none possess its distinctive
style and perfect fit. Be sure to get
the Corliss-CooOuting, a collar
you'll enjoy wearing.
univer-iaTT-

i

y

n

If YouWant to Know
about wearing qualities, mark your
collars each time they go to tHe
laundry. You will find that Corliss-Coocollars outwear others.

D.

n

And here's why
They are nlwnvs full
strength with huuvy interlining cut
away at the end of the folding line
so they will fold more times without
breaking. Regular aud d'uai ter Sizes.

F.

Santa

General Insurance Agents

Surety Bonds. Burglary Insurance, Investment Business.

FE'S

GRIFFIN BLOCK. SAMTA FE, N,

HABERDASHERY
EDWARD

8t,

CARL A. BISHOP COMPANY

For Sale at
SANTA

S. LOWITZKI,

Lower San Francisco

JW.

EHLE, Manager,

CHARLES WAGNER

Furniture

KERR'S
Tonsorial : Parlors

We are as far in
LEAD

.

.

W. H. KERR,

,

.

Proprietor.

BOUGHT to any
parts In the Country; ,senJ ticket
In and get cash for it; tran
sactions guaranteed; association office.
ROSENFIELD, 118 R. R. Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.

as
UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING.

Charlei Wagner, Llceoed Embalmer,

ttttiita

at,ttaatntat4i

AND REALTY CO.

Letup's St. Louis Beer
Malls orders promptly attended to.
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N.'M.
Telephone No. 38.

CHAD. CLOCSOn.

in representing the
PEOPLE

Pew pieiico Employment Bureau

Agent For

LIVERY STABLE.

the

TEDDY

HENRY KRICK
Sole

Co,

306 to 308 San Francisco Street.

The only first class in city.
Second to none in Territory.
Pour first class artists : :
Electrical Baths .
$1,50
25
Other Baths
Parlors located West Side Plaza

Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real
Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent on Approved Security.

I

FOR THAT TIRED FEELING.
Fine Riga, Reliable Horses,
Irtejl
Men whose work keeps them largely
ugilti, Surrey, Hicks.
Indoors; men whose vital forces are
consumed by the tremendous strain
entailed by constant mental applica- Call up 'Phone No. I when In need
of Anythnl In the Livery Line.
tion to business details, will find Dr.
Laurltzen's Malt Tonic the most deliDrivers Furnished..
Rsaoofpahlt
cious and Invigorating of tonics.'
Rates.

of unity and patriotism, it was deemed
We print all the latest
wise to adopt one flag that would
all the others. Therefore, the news The New Mexican.

Incorporated 1903.

Our Goods Have the Call this Summer

REMEDIES

RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES
(

H. S. KATJNE & CO.
During the early days of the revoluPhone 26.
tion, our fathers marched to battle under several flags; but In 'the interest CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone 88.

1850.

Wholesale and Retail
Dy Goods,

Hair All Came Out and He Suffered

CUTICURA

12, 190u.

SeligmanBros. Co.

ONE SOLID SORE

nently Cured at

JUNE

Business of

Non-Residen- ts

PAID.

Attended to.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House. Large
--

Lot. Good Location.
Fruit Trees.
103

Palaet Avenue.

Plenty of
Phone No. 151.

A41

TUESDAY,

JUNE

soon as this work is completed the
water will be turned on. The fountain will add much to the beauty of
U e EMiltarlum grounds.
During the past week the local
poBtofflce
paid 157 money orders,
it Issued
amounting to J2.356.54;
money orders amounting to $1,328.23,
and received on deposit money order
surplus to the amount of $1,745, making a total of 15,429.77 of money order funds handled during the six business days.

MINOR CITY TOPICS
Mrs., A. B. Renehan wljl not receive
ah usual on Wednesday afternoon at
her home The Willows.
Judging by the amount of dust on
the streets today, there Is plenty of
work for the city's sprinkling wagon.
J. Van Heusen, a carpenter from El
Paso, came to Santa Fe yesterday and
will for a time be employed on the
finishing work of the Laughlln build-

The summer term of the District
Court for Rio Arriba County, opened
In Tierra Amarilla yesterday, Judge
District
John R. McFie presiding.
Court Clerk A. M. Bergere, District
Attorney E. C. Abbott, Interpreter
George W. Armljo and Stenographer
so
Harry S. Clancey were present;
were the following Santa Fe attorneys,
Judge N. B. Laughlln, A. B. Renehau
and B. M. Read.

ing.

Local fisihermen report that some
good sized trout are being caught In

the Santa Fe River, several miles up
Several fishing parties
are being arranged for Sunday.
Adolf Sellgman announces a special
sale for this week of new linens,
white and fancy lawns, ladles', misses'
and children's hats, parasols, etc., all
Partly cloudy tonight with thunder
below cost. Read 'the advertisement. showers
In north and east portions is
From Indications there was a heavy the forecast of the local weather man.
shower of rain west of the city this The temperature
at 6 o'clock this
afternoon. A heavy bank of clouds morning was CO degree. The lowest
gathered in that direction shortly after temperature during the night was 59
noon and remained in that locality for degrees.
The maximum temperature
several hours.
yesterday was 8t degrees at 3:10 p. m.
The fifty foot frontage addition to The minimum was 53 degrees at 3:45
the residence and office of Dr. Diaz, a. m. The mean for the day was 7(i
3'.s
corner of Don Caspar Avenue and degrees with a relative humidity of
Water Street, is well under headway. per cent.
The new structure will add much to
An operation
was performed this
the appearance of the neighborhood.
morning at St. Vincent's Hospital on
sufuout 100 boys from St. Michael's Mrs. Henry Krick, who has been
for tbe past two months from
Cipl.'tge enjoyed a picnic at the .W fering
an internal abscess. The pain she
Bishop's Ranch, about three mile.,
north of the city today. They starn-- r! endured was so great that tier mind
had become somewhat affected. The
f.t 8 o'clock this morning, six
operation was performed by Doctors
r
Closson's stables being put
Hawkins and Woffensmith.
Astler,
service for transportation purposes.
and was success. However, it Is
Superintendent A. J. Chapman of
that in her weakened condition
the National Cemetery, extends to ev- the patient has but a sl'm o'uance for
erybody a cordial Invitation to visit the i ecovery.
cemetery at any time. Ho will take
Superintendent Artnur Trelford, of
pleasure In showing them about the
the Territorial Penitentiary,
has so
place, which Is one of the most Inter- far
300,000 brick to El Paso,
shipped
of
the
historical
esting
attractions of Texas, on the contract for one million
Santa Fe.
awarded to the Territorial PenitenThe large fountain skualed la t.l?? tiary by the El Paso & Southwestern
center of the lawn in front of St.. Vin- Railway for the erection of shops In
cent's Sanitarium Is being repaired the Pass City. Shipments will again
and will be running In a few days. commence about the 20th Inst. Tho
The basin Is being cemented and as daily output is nearly 21,000 brick and

the stream.

lATMTT

jJIMlWll
Greatest Aid to Cookery
With least labor and trouble it makes

biscuit and cake of finest
flavor, light, sweet, appetizing and
assuredly digestible and wholesome.
hot-bread- s,

carry-alU-tio-

in-.-

The next time you meet your doctor,
ask him his opinion of Ayer's Cherry
Pectoral in cases of bronchitis. Then
when you have a hard cold in the chest
you will be ready to follow his advice. Doctors very generally endorse this
old, standard, family cough medicine. They know all about it. They prescribe
We have no leoreti ! W mtbltih
J. O. AyfrCo.,
It in just these cases.
thfnrmu'fiB of nil our mftditngw
LOWPM. man,

Bronchitis

Announcement!
The United States Bank & Trust Company opened its doors for business
June 11, 1906, fully equipped to extend, through the latest and
most
methods, every banking facility. The institution is organized and managed on strictly conservative lines and is deserving of your
confidence. It will pay interest on Term Deposits, Certificates of Deposit,
and Savings Accounts; loan money on Mortgages, Real Estate, Livestock
and all classes of proper securities; sell Domestic and Foreign Exchange,
and do all the many things pertaining to the business of a Bank. A call
from you will be appreciated,
on Monday,

UNITED STATES

BANK

and TRUST CO.

New Mexico.

Santa Fe

W85&& Jewelry Catalog

No. 49

and save money on your purchases. Our guarantee of
high quality and correct style will cost you nothing,
CATALOG IS KREE. WRITE FOR IT TODAY.

BROCK

&

FOURTH & BROADWAY

FEAGANS, Jewelers
LOS ANGELES,

CAL,

CANVAS!

UNDER

AT SANTA FE

MONDAY, JUNE 18

iler's Big Show

Presenting Jefferson 's Vei sion

SEE THE

"RIP VAN WINKLE'
Cast of 25 People

FREE CYCLE EXHIBIT

6

Specialty Artists 6
at 7, Performance

Doors Open

I

And Hear the y

Band Concert
8:15.

at

Noon

Lot on Old Carnival Ground.

CO AL WOOD
N
D

Raton and M6nero Screened Lump, per ton
$".50
5.00
flood Commercial Eaton Nut
Grate
Screened Domestic Lump, Trinidad Smithing, Kindling,
and Cord Wood. All orders receive prompt and careful attention.

CAPITAL COAL
OFFICE;

PAae

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N . M.

12, 1906.

OnrHeld Ave., Near A., T. 4 S. F. Depot.

ITjfVIRD.
'Phone No.

85.

Every Woman
Wants a Beautiful Foot. Everv Woman can have
this desire gratified if she will wear MARIE SHAFER
Shoes, the famous shoe for women, they fit when
others fail. $2.50, $3.00, $3.50. Sole Agents Here.

Pmce Baking Powder
i

the penitentiary burning force

is kept
busy turning them out us rupldly as
possible, 'Hie bricks are of a very
good quality and givr perfect satisfac-

tion.
The funeral of Rufua O. Tucker, the
young man who died from the effects
of Injuries received in a free for all
fight at a dance early Sunday morning,
was held at 9 o'clock this morning
from the home of tho deceased on
Galtsteo Street. From there tlhe body
was taken to the Cathedral where requiem mass was said. The interment
took place In Rosario Cemetery. Officers and members of the fire department of which the young man had been
a member, attended in a body and
marched behind the Jiearse to the
As the funeral
cemetery.
cortege
passed fire department headquarters,
the fire bell was tolled.
Residents of Santa Fe were last
night again made aware of the existence of a surplus or dogs in the Capital City when a little coyote sat upon
the foothills north of the city and began to howl. Within five minutes the
atmosphere was perforated with a variety of howls, yelps and barks that
would have done credit to the business
end of a zoo. It Is not known what
the police were doing that the dogs
were allowed to keep up the racket
until a late hour. Prlorv to his retiring
from office, Chief of Police Richard
Gorman had begun tne extermination
of the too numerous canine population
and it would not be a bad Idea if this
campaign were continued.
In digging a sewer trench from the
roar of the Laughlin block to Water
Street, the employes of toe Santa Fe
Hardware Company opened up several
vaults, and in closing the ditch left
a quantity of the contents lying on
top of the ground. As a result there
has been a bad stench In that vicinity
for several days, and the merchants
have been making vigorous protests.
They referred the matter to Policeman
Romuio Lopez but as yet no steps for
the removal of the nauseous stuff has
been taken. William H. Kennedy,
president of the Santa Fe Hardware
Company said thia afternoon the work
had been for Judge N. B. Laughlln by
tne day and that as he had not held
a contract for the job it is not his business to remedy the difficulty. The city
authorities primarily are responsible
for this bad condition and it ought to
be attended to at once as It is a menace to the health of the public.

Co.. Chicago,

suffering from a broken leg as the result of eating mulberries from the top
of a fence. Willie stood
on
the fence, reaching for the ripening
fruit, when he lost his balance. His
foot caught between the pickets of the
fence as he fell. The weight of his
body broke the bone. People residing
ucross the street who saw the accideut
say that they distinctly heard the bone
snap.
If the gentleman who by mistake
took a Stetson hat No. 7 at the reception lust night and left in its place a
No. 714 will call at Ehle's sh re he can
have his hat In exchange.
"A MEXICAN HOT"
Can always be obtained at the Old
Bnn Ton. Here they are: Chile con

Came, Posole, Enchiladas, Menudo,
Chile verde and any other Mexican or
Spanish dish ever heard of. Oaa trial
will convince
you that they know
their buslnesss.

Justice of the Peace Blanks.
sheet
Appeal Bonds,
sheet.
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
Appearance Bond, on Continuance
sheet.
.
Bond for Appearance, District Court,
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Comsheet
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sumsheet.
mons,
sheet.
Replevin Boud,
Forcible Entry and DeExecution
sheet.
tainer,
Replevin Writ,
sheet.
Replevin Aifldavlt,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet
sheet.
Warrant,
sheet.
Commitment,
sheet.
Attachment Affidavit,
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
Attachment Writ,
sheet,
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
sheet.
sheet.
Execution,
sheet.
Summons,
sheet
Subpoena
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
Search Warrant
sheet
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor's
Recorded Brand,
sheet; in Books
25 Blanks, 40c per Book.
Bill of Sale, Animals not Bearing Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet,
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
sheet.
Authority In Gather, Drive id Handle
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
sheet.
Brand,
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle
Animals not Bearing Owner's Resheet.
corded Brand,
sheet.
Certificate o,t Brand,
Special Ruling Work our Specialty.
Our Blank Boohs speak for them
selves.
Miscellaneous.
Lows of New Mexico, 1S!H, 1901 and
:i!)fi'l; RneJluh and Spanish; pamphlet, $2.25; full leathtr, $P..00.
Code of Civil Prnceedure, full leather,
$1.00; paper hound. 75c.
Price Laws 1005, English and Spanish,
pamphlet, $2.75; full leather, $3.50.
Sheriff's Flexible Cover Pocket Docket
single, $1,25; two or more books,
$1 each.
Notary Record, $1.23 ench.
Notary Seals Alumiuum, pocket, $2.75
delivered. Desk, $3.25, delivered to
nearest express office.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a
volume; 3 to 11, inclusive, delivered
at Publisher's price, $3.30 each.
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c.
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c.
240 Page .1. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
240 Page J. P. Criminal Docket, $2.75.
320 Page J. P. Docket,
Civil,
Criminal, $4.00.
480 Page
Journal, $5.75.
480 Page
Ledger, $6.50.
Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.50 delivered,
sheet.
Gambling Table,
sheet
Application for License,
sheet,
Sheriff's Monthly Report
School Blanks,
sheet
Oath of School Director,
Certificate of Apportionment of School
sheet
Funds,
District Clerk's Annual Report.
sheet.
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
Teacher's Certificate,
sheet
Certificate of Appointment,
sheet
Contract for School Teacher,
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
Contract for Fuel,
sheet
sheet.
Teachprs' Monthly Report,
Spanish Blanks.
Auto de Arresto,
pllego.
Auto de Prison,
pllego.
Declaracion Jurada,
pllego.
Flanza Oficial,
pllego.
Flanza Oficial y Juramento
pliego.
pliego.
Flanza para Guardar la Paz,
Contrato de Pa tido,
pliego.
sheet.
Escrltura de Renuncia,
Documento Garantizado,
pliego.
Formula de Enumeraclon,
pllego.
Contrato Entres los Directores y
hand-mad-

five.

OUR LEADER

We have been notified by the manufacturers that our wagons would be
forwarJed on or about the 15th Inst., and we expect to place them on sale
this present week. If you are In the market for a wagon, buy the beat
the "Old Hickory" at less price tha n you can buy any other standard
make. Investigate for yourself.

Our Furniture
Depart ment

To

we have added a fine line of Framed

Pictures, consisting of Carbonettes,
Pastels, Etchings, from the art store
of Ullman & Co., New York. These
goods are attractive and offered at a
tow price to introduce them. It costs
vou nothing to look at them and bs
t our own iudge.

Window Shade and Fixtures
Lawn Furniture
and other new lines. It will pay you
io visit this department.

White Mountain
Ice Cream Freezer
lee Cream at home whenever you want
it. It's nice to serve to your friends at
llincnn nr other social functions.

Let Us Fit You Out.
with a jointed rod of Japanese or Calcutta Bamboo, plain or cedar inlaid;
one of the finest Lmicewood; one of
highly polished ali or varnished maple
or, still different, a full nickelletl jointed steel rod. These vary in length from
8 to 20 feel.
Reels, lines of every
kind, endless assortment of flies, fish
baskets, minnow pails, seines, nets,
trolling hooks, floats, sinkers and hooks
of all sizes, tackle boxes and fish
spears. Come in and look us over.

j

e

hand-mad-

THE KITCHEN.
eat from the Bon Ton
Hotel kitchen
floor.
Cleanliness
counts so much with all of us.
But the Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch
Counter management goes much further than cleanliness.
Our aim Is to serve our patrons with
the best food possible dainty, yet substantial.
To see that they live and sleep in
cheerful, airy rooms.
To surround them by .all that is
pleasant and refined.
And they also have for use the hand'
some parlors, library, buffet and smoking room.
The Bon Ton is just like a great big
happy home.
Yet all these luxuries and privileges
are at your service at minimum rates.
You could

LEGAL BLANKS

!

TO THE LAWS OF
CONFORMING
NEW MEXICO.
The New Mexican Printing Company

has the largest facilities and most
modern machinery for doing all kinds
s
of Printing and Binding in
of Loose-lea- f
style, Manufacturers
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work
a specialty. Best Book Bindery In the
Southwest.
General Blanks.
sheet.
Bond for Deed,
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
sheet.
Bond of Indemuity,
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per dozen.
first-clas-

pliegos.

Contrato de Combustible,
pliego.
Notas Obligaciones, 25c por 50.
Llbros Certificados de Bonos, $1.
Llbros de Recibos, Supervlsores de
Camlnos, 25c.
pllego.
Hlpoteca de Blenes Muebies,
Documento de Hlpoteca.
pllego.
Documento Garantizado, extensa forALBUQUERQUE
ma entera.
NEWS PARAGRAPHS Official
Certiflcado de Matrlmonlo, 10c.
sheet
Bond,
sheet.
shBet,
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
Deputy Sheriff In Fight Fire Does
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
of Election,
sbeet.
Certificate
Damage
Presbyterian Church
sheet
Lode Mining Location,
of
Letters
Guardianship,
Finished.
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
to Mining Property,
sheet
Bond
Title
sheet.
of
Letters
Administration,
Deputy Sheriff Montoya and Eslavio
Title Bond and Lease of Mining PropBond and Oath,
Administrator's
late
of
the
schools
Vijil,
superintendent
sheet
erty,
sheet.
of Bernalillo County, engaged In a fissheet.
Mining Deed,
fiheet.
Letters
Testamentary,
tic combat on the court house steps
sheet.
Lease,
Mining
sheet.
In
Declaration
Assumpsit,
late yesterday. The doughty deputy
sheet.
Coal Declaratory Statement,
sheriff struck Vijil twice In the neck, Declaration in Assumpsit on Note,
Coal Declaratory Statement with Powe
sheet.
down
him
each time, and
knocking
Affidof Attorney and
sheet.
then kicked him twice in the back. Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet.
avit
sheet.
of
Mortgage,
The trouble grew out of the school Assignment
sheet
Notice of
election, which took place last week Notice to AssesHor by Probate Clerk,
Forfeiture, or Publishing Out Noflce
,
nheet,
In Barela's precinct. Montoya alleges
sheet.
sheet.
t,
that Vijil called him some bad names Lease,
Prices.
sheet.
In an article published in a local Span- Lsue of Personal Property,
$ .05
On
or shcets, each
ish paper. When the two men met at Chattel Mortgage,
10
Full sheet, each
the court house steps the lie was Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
26
sheets, per dozen
sheet.
Power
of
Attorney,
and
the
ensued.
fight
passed
Vijil got
35
sheets, per dozen
Acknowledgment,
the worst of the fight.
65
dozen
Full
sheets,
per
sheet
Deed,
Fire at 12:30 o'clock yesterday de- Mortgage
1.75
hundred
sheets,
per
Insurance
without
Deed
stroyed a barn at 627 South Broadway, Mortgage
2.50
sheets, per hundred
sheet.
Clause,
belonging to T. F. Shlnlck. The barn,
4.00
Full sheets, per hundred
sheet.
was valued at $100 and contents valued Options,
100 assorted blanks take the per
sheet.
at $200, were also demolished. At Notice of Protest,
100 price.
the same time an outhouEit at Wi Notaries' Notice of Publication,
On an order of 600 blanks, customer'
sheet.
Broadway, belonging to D. G. Miller,
business card will be printed under fll
sbeet.
also caught fire and was partially de- Warranty Deed,
lng without extra cost
sheet.
Claim
to
extent
Deed,
the
Quit
being
stroyed,
damaged
Size of Blank.
sheet.
of $30. No Insurance was carried on Bargain and Sale Deed,
sheet 7x8 Inches.
either of the burned outhouses. It Is Deed of Trust, full Sheet,
sheet, &xl4 inches.
shPfit
thought the fire originated from boys Release of Deed of Trust,
Full sheet, 14x17 Inches.
sheet.
smoking cigarettes in the neighbor- Homestead Affidavit,
Promissory Notes, 25- -' per part.
Homestead Application,
hood.
shpet.
"Minor Law" Cards for Posting, 25c
sheet.
Affidavit,
Next Sunday services of the Presby'
each.
terian Church will be held in their Homestead Proof, full sheet
Missouri
$5.
Forms,
Pleading
sheet.
new church edifice at the corner of No. 1 Homestead,
sheet. , Missouri Code Pleading, $6.
Silver Avenue and Fifth Street, which Desert Land Entry,
The two for $10.
has been under construction the past Affidavit Required of Claimant,
Adapted to New Mexico Code.
sheet.
year, and whlcn Is now completed and
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
sheet
sheet.
Is one of the handsomest church struc- Affidavit,
sheet.
tures in the city.
Township Plats,
sheet.
Antonio Abeytia has returned to the Sheep Contract,
!
sheet.
home of his parents at the Indian Agreement,
village of Isleta from Hampton, Vir- Application for License, Retail Liquor:
sheet.
Dealers,
ginia, where he has been attending a
Any Flavor You Dsslrt.
school for Indians. Mr. Abeytia ex- Application for License. Games an
We
will
deliver Soda Water in any
heet.
pects to return to his studies in Oc- Butcher's Bond,
quantity to any part of the city.
tober.
Mining Blanks.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
aheet.
Willie Michaels is at Amended Location Notice,
his home at 321 West Atlantic Avenue Agreement of Publisher,
sheet
Tlpaone No. 88.

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
DEVELOPING, PRINT
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp
We make a specialty of

Attention.

Send for Catalogue.

HOWLAHD

FLOUR, HAY,

WHOLESALE

GOT.

and
RETAIL

DEALERS IN

POTATOES,

SALT and SEEDS.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE

ife

r3SXE.

& CO,

IN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

much the largest asset we have in our business.

To have our

customers say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz
can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation
for.

we can strive

Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed

only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

satisfaction to buy at a store like this.

It

is a great

Every article carries with

it our guarantee.

RIght-of-Wa-

SODA WATER

SQPTTP7

9

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

Daily

Papers

ALL PERIODICALS

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
. .

JACOB WELTMER

. .

This Week Only,

Special Sale
New Linens, White and Fancy Lawns.
Ladies,' Misses and Children's Hats.
Parasols, Etc., All Below Cost.

ADOLPH SELIGMAN.

PAGE

SANTA

SIX.

I'll

IFIRE FIGHTING ON
NATIONAL RESERVE
WOMEN

WHO bUFFEK
FROM

Sick Headache

For Permanent Relief

HERBINE acts directly on the Dver. It will cure CONSTIPAIs entirely free
TION, DYSPEPSIA, MALARIA AND CHILLS.
from all poisonous mineral substances, and is composed solely of
LIFE-GIVIN- G
HERBS. Especially adapted for weak and weary
constitutions; strengthens the weakened glands and organs; it check
all derangements of the human body.

NEWS NOTES

In Use For Over

j

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
St Louis, U. S. A.
BY

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY.

1

j

L PASO ROUTE

'

'

K

Mom-phis-

e

f
I
s
K
W

This handsome solid veslibuled train runs through to New Orleans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carries through
sleepers Los Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points. Direct
connections made for all points .North, Eai and Southeast.

TAKE
THE.

NEW

K

RIGHT

TRAIN

NEW

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

Leaves El Paso at 6:50

W

K
K
K

FAST
TRAIN.

EXPRESS.

Mountain Time

p. ui.

For schedules, rates and other information, call on or address,
R. W. CUKTIS,
Southwestern Pastenger Agent,
EI

. .

K

PASO,

TSX.

E. P.

Tuehii,

(Jen. Passenger Agent,

Traveling Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Teias.

Dallas, Teias.

e

Ottf Rates are Low and

,

Service Is Unsurpassed

j

ins

HI Mff,
iflPoi
Plllil

j
j

-

j

279,-59- 2

free-for-a-

CHICAGO,
$31.50
ST. LOUIS.
$26.50
KANSAS CITY,
$19.00

ONE FARE

Plus $2.00 for
the Round Trip
June 1 and 2,
and 9 to 16,
July 1 to. 10.
Return Limit
October 31st.

mm i

iii n i p

utp

roportionately
Rates
to Hundreds
of Other
Eastern Points.
Low

ELE6ANT DINING CARS
a la Carte.

Cars Equipped With
ELECTRIC LIGHTS AND FANS
All

California.

For Further Information call on or address

Stop-ove-

H. B. KOOSER, O. W. F. & P. A.
1700 Stout

J. H. GINBT, Jr., T. P.

Street, Denver,

DEEP-SEATE-

CURES QUICK BECAUSE
IT PENETRATES QUICK.

PAIN SO DEEP THAT
IT CANNOT BE REACHED
and ROUTED BY THIS OLD
TIME-TRIEREMEDY.
NO

GOOD FOR STIFF JOINTS
WOUNDS, AND ALL OUTWARD AILMENTS of DOGS
JUST WHAT YOU NEED
for BLISTERS & CHAFES.
2.r)C.,.r)0c.

HEALS OLD SORES AND
ULCERS PERMANENTLY
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.
CURES SPAVIN, AND IS
EQUALLY GOOD for RINGBONE & HARNESS SORES.

SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.
CURES SHARP ACHES,
DULL ACHES, All ACHES,
PAINS OR BRUISES OF
MAN OR BEAST.
TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE.

GREATEST EMERGENCY'.
LINIMENT KNOWN.
NT0 OTHER IS AS GOOD.
QUICKLY HEALS
AND SCALDS.

BURNS

The POOR MAN'S DOCTOR
FOR ALL INSECT

BITES.

IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FROZEN LIMBS, CHILBLAINS, OR ACCIDENTS

OF ANY KIND.
POSITIVELY Cures PILES
HAS BEEN THE STAND
ARD LINIMENT for OVER
I
SIXTY YEARS.
COES TO THE VERY CIT- ADEL OF PAIN AND PUTS
ALL ACHES TO FLIGHT.

NOTHING has EVER BEEN
FOUND SO GOOD FOR
FROST-BITEIT GIVES
SURE AND PERMANENT
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING

KEEP IT WITHIN REACH.
FOR RHEUMATIC PAINS,
INFLAMMATION, STIFF
JOINTS, LUMBAGO, Etc. .
A FEW DROPS,
A FEW RUBS
AND THE PAIN IS GONE.

YOU COULD'NT BUY A

BETTER LINIMENT IF
YOU TRIED-I- T'S
THE
BEST, AND NEVER FAILS.
GOOD FOR MAN, BEAST
AND POULTRY.

CURES SORE THROAT.

PUT A TEASPOONFUL IN
HALF GLASSFUL OF

A

WATER & GARGLE Often.
ALSO RUB THE OUTSIDE

WITH THE LINIMENT.
TRY IT ON A SPRAINED
LEG IN YOURSELF OR IN
ANY OF YOUR STOCK.

PENETRATES the FLESH.
GIVES QUICK RELIEF
AND A POSITIVE CURE.

y I IMIIWICTM--

5

and $1 a BOTTLE.

NEED IT ON

MECHANICS

MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT

THEIR

WORK-BENC-

FOR PAINS. ACHES AND
SORE MUSCLES.

THERE IS NOTHING SO
RUB IT IN WELL

GOOD.

,

Kansas City, Chicago and St. Louis

Meals

PAINS
For
APPLY THIS LINIMENT
FREELY AND RUB HARD.

MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
1 MEXICAN
j MUSTANG
r

16-2-

Through Sleeping Cars to

A QUICK HEALER
WHEN APPLIED TO CUTS
AND ALL OPEN WOUNDS.

MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT

j

60 Years

IT IS

MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT

j

Avoid All Substitutes

12, 1906.

JUN

The BEST
of all Liniments

three-fourth-

Mrs. Josie Cameron, Centralis Avenue, Temple,
Texas, writes: "I find HERBINE gives me quick
relief, and take pleasure in recommending it to all
women who suffer from sick headache."
WITHIN THE REACH OF ALL

OLD AND RECOMMENDED

ARIZONA

"Foley's Honey and Tar in the best
preparation for coughs, colds and lung
Effective Administration Already Re- trouble. I know that it has cured co
duces Burned Area to
sumption In the first stages." You
At a meeting of the business men
that of 1904.'
never heard of any one using Foley's of Prescott, held last
Friday night, n
Honey and Tar and not being satisfied. stock exchange was organized with
The worst enemy of the forests Is Ireland's Pharmacy.
twenty-thremembers.
fire. To combat It the Forest Service
The town council of Yuma has inmaintains a fire fighting system. How ELKS CONVENTION IN DENVER.
creased the saloon license of that
effective is this system is shown by
The session of the Grand Lodge of
the following figures for the last two Elks at Denver July 16th to 23d in- town from $25 to $50 per quarter and
years. Area of Forest Reserves In the clusive, promises to be one of the larg- gambling game license from $5 to $30
United States, exclusive of Alaska and est gatherings ever held In the West- per quarter.
The barley crop in the Gila Valley
Porto Rico:
ern country, for three months past
Year ending January 1, 1905 Area committees have been arranging the Is now being harvested. The yield with
In acres of reserves, 58,052,054; burned
details, and no effort or expense has a few exceptions, where farmers perover, 388.S72; per cent of reserve area been spared to assure the comfort ano mitted their crops to go too long without water, will be very good.
liurned, 0.66.
pleasure ot all In attendance.
Year ending January 1, 1900 Area
For the preparation of ballast for
A program of amusement for each
In acres of reserves, 92,741,030; burned day and evening has been arranged, the Tucson Division, an immense rock
over, 152,557; per cent of reserve area the electrical display will be the fin- crushed Is being Installed at Stein's
burned, 0.1C.
est ever shown on this continent and Pass. The railroad company has reIn olhor words, while the reserve this feature alone will be worthy of the cently made mineral filings 011 the
area has almost doubled, the burned time and expense of the trip.
large tract of land near Stein's Pass
area has been reduced by more than
Excursion rates to all mountain and the crusher will be fed from the
and the percentage of area towns and resorts In Colorado and quarries thereon.
burned has been reduced by more than New Mexico will be in effect, from
WTi ether Douglas is to have a new
Denver.
water system will depend upon the!
Santa Fe Lodge will run a special vote of the people at an election to be
Only since February 1, 1905, have
the reserves been under the adminis- train for the accommodation of ElkB held in the near future. A new water
tration of the Forest Service. This and their friends from Santa Fe over company has been organized and as
reduction Is therefore the showing of the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, soon as the matter can
properly go)
the first eleven months of the admin- leaving Santa Fe at 11 a. ra. July lath
through the city council, the granting
istration by government forests. The and arriving in Denver nt 7:20 a. m. of a franchise will be left to the
people.
working out ot a system of effective July 16th. Sleeping car reservations
Valencia of Douglas, who:
Augustln
Is
still
control of fire on the reserves
can bo secured on application to any on February 12th last shot and killed
In its infancy. "To much fire" is still Denver & Rio Grande agent,
his former mistress, Jesus Angula, in
the judgment, of the forester on the
her home on Railroad Avenue and then
situation. Ot course, bad seasons play
W. It. Ward, of Dyersburg, Tenn., attempted
to commit suicide, was
fire
1
the
in
a large part
determining
writes: "This Is to certify that, have found guilty Friday afternoon in the
best
losses of a year. Even with the
used Orlno Laxative Fruit Syrup for district court at Tombstone or mnrnei
possible system of protection there are chronic, constipation, and it has prov- In the second degree.
bound to be wide flncl nations between en, without a doubt, to be a thorough,
Leaping from a moving street, car
individual years. But It Is believed practical remedy for this trouble, and
Friday evening, A. to. Feiaman, one
to
the
care
I hat under
consciinjury
expert
It is with pleasure I offer my
of the oldest residents of Tucson, was
the national forests can be rapidly and entious reference." Ireland's
thrown violently to the ground and al-permanently cut down. The direct loss
most instantly killed. The deceased
from forest fires in the United States
nad resided in Tucson for twentty-- '
RATES.
runs annually into many millions of
EXCURSION
SUMMER
eight, years and was a photographer.
beis
loss
indirect
dollars, while the
By way of the Santa Fe Central, E. He was 73 years old and is survived
P. & S. W. and Rock Island system' to by a wife and five children.
yond estimate.
In developing its system of protec- points In Illinois, Kansas, Michigan,
Captain Tom Ryniming of the Rang-- '
tion the Forest Service availed itself Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, South ers has announced himself as candi-'- ,
and
home
foreign.
of past experience,
Dakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin, Wy- date for sheriff of Cochise County. So
The reserve officers forest guards, oming and to Memphis, Tennessee.
far the former Rough Rider is the
forest
assistant forest rangers, deputy
Dates of sale June 9th to 16th, July only Republican possibility for the!
rangers, forest rangers, deputy forest 1st to 10th, good for return passage office. He is known personally by
are
supervisors, and forest supervisors-until October 31st.
nearly every man, woman and child in
the
of
direct
supervision
under the
On these excursions, rates to Chi- the county, and if Cochise ever has a
at
Washington,
Service
office of the
cago for round trip will be $48.35. St. Republican sheriff, it is pretty apt to
of Instruc,
Louis $43.35, Kansas City $35.85.
guided by a definite code
be Tom Rynning.
corretions; but large authority, with
Tenn., $45.50. For further inforE. J. Fuller of Pine, Gila County,
upis
placed
responsibility,
sponding
mation, call on S. B. Grimshaw, gener while on his way to Flagstaff last FriAll
themselves.
officers
local
on the
al passenger agent.
day, was bitten in the hand by a
except the forest guards are
skunk. The animal was caught and
salaries
paid
employes, and the
If you will make inquiry it will be killed. It is not known whether or
Each
a
a revelation to you how many suc- not the skunk was of the hydrophobia
range from $720 to $2,500 year.
to kidney or bladder troubles in kind, but Mr. Fuller decided to take
supervisor is responsible for the patrol
cumb
deof his reserve and is expected to
one form or another. If the patient no risk and left almost immediately
his
to
locality.
suited
best
vise systems
is not beyond medical aid, Foley's Kid- for Chicago, where he will take the
the
Already, in the brief period since
Cure will cure. It never disap- Pasteur treatment.
a
high ney
organization of this system,
points. Ireland's Pharmacy.
Just after reading a message from
develstandard of efficiency has been
his mother stating that she would be
is expected.
much
a
higher
and
oped,
Special summer rates to Los Ange- with him in a few days, Dwight Briner,
A constant lookout for fires is kept les, San Francisco, and Pacific Coast a health seeker from
Chicago, died at
commanding
from ridge trails and
of Blie Santa Fe Cen- St. Joseph's Hospital in Phoenix from
season, and points by way
the
danger
during
&
S. W. Railway, tuberculosis.
tral Railway, E. P.
points
Briner had been in
the reserves are patrolled as efficiently El Paso & Southern Pacific Railway. Phoenix two months and a half and
available.
force
the
with
as possible
For information call on or address S. during that time had made many
conRoads, trails, and fire lines are com- B. Grimshaw, general passenger agent. friends In spite of the fact that he was
of
means
rapid
structed, affording
of a retiring disposition.
munication and points of vantage at
A man who is In perfect health, so
At no time in the history of the Salt
which to arrest the progress of a fire, he can do an honest day's work when Lake
Valley has there been the scarto
run
are
lines
being
and telephone
necessary, has much for which he city of harvest hands that there Is at
assistsummon
and
help give wanning
should be thankful. Mr. L. C. Rodgers, the present time, notwithstanding the
ance.
of Blanchton, Pa., writes that he was fact that the wages of day laborers are
authorEvery forest supervisor is
not, only unable to work, but he unusually high. Nearly all of the
subordiized, in person or through a
couldn't stoop over to tie his own Mexican labor now available is emmen,
purchase
hire
to
temporary
nate,
shoes.
Six bottles of Foley's Kidney ployed, and it is quite likely that the
for
and
pay
material and supplies,
Cure made a new man of him. He employment bureaus on the coast will
to
their transportation from place
to Foley's Kidney be asked by the valley ranchmen to
the says, "Success
place to extinguis'h a fire. When su- Cure." Ireland's Pharmacy.
furnisn a few men.
cost is likely to exceed $300 the
George Chapman, ror twenty-fivaufor
forester
the
pervisor telegraphs
SANTA FE EXCURSION
years a resident of Phoenix and a
additional
expense.
thority to incur the
RATES EAST pioneer of Arizona, died at the countv
Forest rangers are required to reSummer rates have been made by hospital Friday afternoon at the age
port monthly to the supervisor regard- the Santa Fe to points in the stai.e9of of 71 years, death resulting from a
ing all" fires occurring in tiheir dis Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, cancer. Chapman in his day had
tricts. These reports cover the loca Missouri, Nebraska,
North Dakota, made considerable money in the real
tion, damage done, probable cause, South Dakota, Memphis, Tenn., Wis- estate business in Phoenix, but had al-when
by whom the fire was discovered,
consin and Wyoming.
lowed it to dwindle away and for the
discovered, when brought to the no
These rates are a little more than past year or more he has been an in-- ;
tice of llhe forest, officer, when the one faro for the round trip. The mate at the county house.
work of fighting the fire was begun round
W. D. Gilbert, who was taken to the
trip rate to Chicago being $48.35,
and finished, bow many extra men Kansas
St. Louis $43.35, insane asylum at Phoentjf a few days
$35.85,
City
were employed, and cost of fire. At
Memphis $45.50. Dates of sale, June ago from Tucson, died there Thurs-- '
the end of the year the supervisor sub- 1st and 2d, June 9t)h to 1Mb,
July 1st day. Gilbert was a victim of the dis- mits an annual fire report to the to 30, good for return
passage until astrous wreck at Esmond about three
office.
Washington
October 31st, for particulars call on years ago, when scores were killed, he
During the calendar year of 1905, 3C agents of the Santa Fe.
being the only member of the train
altoof the 93 reserves escaped fires
crew to survive. He was terribly in-H. S. LUTZ,
gether. On the remaining 57, areas
M. jured and although he made a temN.
Santa
Fe,
Agent,
were burned over ranging from 1 to
porary recovery, he succumbed to the
79,083 acres (northern division of the
received at that time, which
Cured Hemorrhages of the Lungs
Injuries
Sierra reserve- and amounting to
"Several years since my lungs were finally affected his mentality.
acres. The largest amount of so
A 'fight which for a time looked as
badly affected that I had many hemtimber was destroyed on the Lewis
writes A. M. Ake, of WTood, if it might develop into a bloody battle
and Clark Reserve (southern division) orrhages,"
Ind. "I took treatment with several occurred on the streets of Lowell!
42,893,000 board feet. The total for
without any benefit. I then about 11 o'clock Friday night. Four
all reserves was 152,557,000 'board feet, physicians
to
started
take
Foley's Honey and Tar, men were engaged In combat when
with a value of $101,282, but the great-- ;
now as sound as a Officers Moore, Humm and Dickinson
are
and
my
lungs
est loss in money value was $27,320
bullet. I recommend it fin advance started to arrest them. They turned
on the Priest River Reserve. The total
on the officers and for a time a
cost of extra labor and supplies for stages of lung trouble." Foley's Honey
and
the
the
fight was in progress. The offTar
heals
and
stops
cough
fire fighting was $12,573.52.
icers used their guns freely, but did no
and
serious
results
prevents
lungs,
The seasons of greatest danger from
Two of the fighters were
s shooting.
cold. Refuse substitutes.
fire are spring and fall. The first is from a
captured, but the others escaped.
Pharmacy.
now fully at hand, as the Michigan
Agents for a religious colony have
losses already testify; and, unless ev
been In Southern Arizona for several
ANNUAL
MEETING.
ery precaution is taken by all con
weeks trying to secure options on varcerned, vast damage from Are, on both
ious tracts of land in Sulphur Springs
public and private forests, may again Benevolent and Protective Order of and San Simon Valleys, the option albe expected. General
Elks, Denver, Colorado,
of
lowing a sufficient length of time in
all coming in contact with the forests
July
which to test the ground thoroughly.
is earnestly to be sought, first, to For the above occasion, the Santa The
identity of the sect has not been
reto
will
Fe
Denver
and
sell
tickets
guard sedulously against the starting
but from the dress, general
disclosed,
of fires, and, second, to aid In every turn at the rate of one fare $16.90, for habits
and a few remarks that the
the round trip. Dates of sale July
way in extinguishing such as occur.
agents have made, It would seem prob
In this connection may 'be men- 13th, 14 th and 15th. Good for return able
that they are representing the
tioned several steps already taken to- passage until August 20th. Low rates Dunkards or
Quakers.
on
Santa
from
all
Fe t
the
ward
points
-among the forest
Japanese are being driven off the
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
service, the "state governments,
and Denver.
grade work of the Santa Fe Railroad
local interests in fighting fires.
in Arizona and the cause Is the antagIn California the forest service, the
A Lesson In Health
onism of the Mexican workmen. Sev
state, forester, and the lumber compaHealbhy kidneya filter the Impuri- eral
fights have occurred between the
nies are
to prevent and ties from the blood, and unless they two classes
recently and so far the
fight fires, all forest rangers having do this, good health is impossible. Mexicans have
always come out winbeen made state Are wardens. In Foley's Kidney Cure makes sound kid- ners.
At Ash Fork last Thursday a
and
forms
cure
Oregon
all
Washington the forest ser- neys and will positively
light occurred between sixty of Togo'B
vice is
with the timber of kidney and bladder disease. It
and forty Mexicans, but it
countrymen
companies to the same end. The gov- strengthens the whole system. Ire- was
stopped
by a single athletic Amerernor of Idaho is inaugurating a move land's Pharmacy.
ican with a shot gun and a good
ment to organize one timber commi- southwestern vocabulary. Most of the
nies of that state to
with
have thrown up their jobs and
Japs
each other and with the state In fight
have departed for the ranches of
ing fires, and has asked the assistance
Southern California.
SEASIDE EXCURSIONS
of the forester, who has replied that
the service will aid the movement by Commencing May 1st and until SepMARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
the Santa Fe will sell tickrurnishing plans and assisting in car tember 30th
The new marriage license law reets
on
each
and
Tuesday,
Thursday
rying out any measures agreed tipon
Saturday to Los Angeles and San Di- quires probate clerks to post three
by the Idaho organization.
ego from Santa Fe at the rate of $42.90 copies of the new law In conspicuous
for the round trip. Return limit of places In each precinct. The New
The New Mexican Printing Company ticket November 30th, 1906.
Mexican has printed the law neatly
r
has on hand a large supply of pads allowed in California. For particulars on cardboard and 1b now ready to All
orders In English or Spanish at fifty
and tablets suitable for school work, call on agents of the Santa Fe.
cents for. each poster. Probate clerks
the desk, and also for lawyers and
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
should enter their orders Immediately,
merchants; good anywhere. We will
Santa Fe, N. M.
as the new law went Into effect on
sell them flf flvo rpnta In hnntr form
but will gire a discount on quantities.
Our "Want" Column is popular.
April vi, 1901.
one-hal-
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Ruby Douglas

Belen is
The .truth about the whole matter
was that while Doris loved Jack Bhe
didn't want to marry him yet Freedom spelled "fun" travel, admirers
oh, In short, everything nice and exciting! She simply couldn't bear the
thought of "settling down."
And Jack was so ardent, so boyishly
Impetuous, that she must perforce keep
him at arm's length or all would be
Therefore her promise to give
over,
him a straight answer "when he did
some unusual thing" was merely a subterfuge to gain time, which she had employed at the beginning of the summer.
And now the summer and the last
rose of it bad flown. It was October.
And Jack hadn't done anything unusual yet nothing but be his nice,
dear, wholesome self! The October
days were full of elixir, and the tread
of beauty was on the hills and the
fields of grass and fodder, ripened by
August suns and tanned by early September frosts to a mellow autumn
bronze.

With the passing of summer almost
all the boarders had" left the pretty little Berkshire resort except Doris Dudley and her Invalid mother, who were
to remain there some weeks longer. It
obliged to return to town, to run down
on Saturdays and spend Sunday with

31 miles

south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

tion of the Main

line

Old Mexico.

out with broad 80 and

ttivso

2Cil40 feet, laid

streets, with, alleys 20 feet

wide, with beautiful lako and public pwk and grand old
shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; church-

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people;
Rolllarge mercantile establishments ; the Helen Patent
sev-er-

er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three
tels, restaurants, etc., Belen is the largest shipping point
ho-

for

wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in

Central

Its importance ai a great commercial
estimated.
city in the near future cannot be
Mexico.

V !!

ALL

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

leading

East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
points East to San Francisco, Tjos Angeles, El Paso and
1,000 business and residence lots,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
of Santa Fe R'y.
Located on Belen Cut-of- f

"CJ

tt the junc-

of the Santa Fe System

PACE SEVEN.

railroad

,IOTTM

BECKER,

PridroL

mm KM,

V7U. M.

LIMITED

MAIL AND

EXPRESS,

FREMITI TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL 00
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered ire in tho center of the city,,
ed (many of them improved by cultivation)

;

well grad-

no sand or

tailor shop, shoe
house, jeweler, plumbing shoj.; planing mill, coal and wood
yard, drug store, barnes shop, etc., eic.,.alao a first claw,
We need a first

gravel.

class bakery,

modem hotel.
Our pricos of lota are low and term ou ewy

payment;

d
title perfect; warranty deeds.
purchase money,
with
on
remain
cash, Two-thirnote,
mortgage
may
One-thir-

BELEN T0WNSITE

New

FAST

for one year, with 8 per cent, interest thereon.
Apply at onse far map and prices, if von wiih to &rnr
tlm choicest 1m, fo

flawUfj.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company

them.
This particular Sunday morning Doris and he were crossing the sloping

meadows, plowing through the tangle
of withered sedge and brown grass,
when Jack suddenly broke out bitterly:
"I don't believe you care for me at
all or ever have!"
"Really?" said Doris Indifferently.
She rested her white sunshade far back
over her shoulder and looked dreamily
across the meadows to the purple hills
beyond, but there were dimples In her
cheeks and a multitude of little curls
blowing In her eyes.
"Why are yon so provoking, dear?
You've all but given your promise, and
yet you keep putting me off and leading me along as If I were a pet animal
with no will of Its own. Well, I'm a
a fool!" he repented, fiercely suppressing the expletive.
"Goodness, no, Jack!" drawled the
mischievous Doris. "Not so bad as
that!"
Jack cooled a bit and renewed bis
pleadings.
"But do be reasonable, Doris. If you
don't Intend to throw me over, tell me
when you'll give me a positive answer,
and- ""When you do some unusual thing,
you know," interjected she sweetly,
blowing the curls out of her eyes.
Jack, who had been carrying his hat,
slapped It on bis head with an exclamation of disgust. He was certainly
' vexed and took
very long strides.
"Hello, Jack!" called Doris daintily
after him as he far outdistanced her.
' "That's hot the way I'm going. I'm
going down by the bridge. Want to
come?" It chanced thate did.
Now, the path to the bridge was
rather a pretty path, running through
a small wood, which in summer time
was full of shade and woodbine and
foxgloves and ferns. These had vanished, but the glory of the wood, the
stream, remained.
Spanning the stream was the bridge.
It was tiny and not particularly serviceable, with gingerbreiidy trelliswork
at the side for the tickling of unartis-ti- c
tastes.
"Let's rest here," suggested Doris,
sitting down comfortably on the flimsy
side rail of the bridge. With one hand
the held a bunch of ruffiy skirts, and
with her other she balanced herself on
the handle of her sunshade.
"Isn't the purply haze on those hills
beautiful?" remarked she poetically.
ft wn nnlv noma helntnd iHpket. for
gotten by July, that chirped an appreciative reply to this poetic observation.
As to Jack, he was silent for a few moments; then with coarse, masculine directness be went straight to the spot:
"But what In thunder can a chap like
me do, Doris, that would be 'unusual?'
I'm a decent enough sort, I reckon-go- od
family, wholesome instincts and
all that, with enough money to live on
and a reasonable amount of industry
but as for doing anything 'unusual,'
pshaw!" he broke of irascibly.
Doris hummed an air from "Little
Johnnie Jones" and gathered her skirt
frills a bit closer. Apparently she
wasn't giving bis recital the closest attention.
Jack flicked a beetle from the railing
and changed bis tactics.
"Isn't it enough for your purpose, little girl, to be sure that I love you?" be
asked.
uoris snot a ugnining glance at ner
big lover from under her dark lashes.
"Still." she said musingly. "I should
like you to do some unusual thing."
Jack passed one band over his swarthy
brow and took a hurried review of bis
resources.
"Possibly," observed he oddly at
length, "I might write a book."
Doris giggled. "Yes, and dedicate It
to me," suggested she.
"in what form 'To my Wife?' " asked Jack boldly.
"Look!" said she quickly, nodding her
bead toward the opposite bank of the
....
stream.
Jack looked. He saw a slight, sinuous
movement among the high grasses of
the margin, and then something slid
suddenly Into the water.
"Pooh," said he, leaning against the
rail of the bridge to look over, "a water
vat."
Doris swung a dainty russet shoe a
bit beyond the edges of her ruffles.
0
"No," she said, sorrowfully coatemplafr
I m tlA l f f f li r ahna anil 4AtrAf4-tthe penultimate subject, "I'm afraid
you'll never write a book, Jack."
Jack was still leaning over the flimsy
side rail looking down at the stream.
"I've hit it!" cried he, with enthusl-i- ,
asm.
"The water rat?" queried Doris. "Oh,
1
the poor little creature!"
"The water rat, nothing! I've bit
upon on unusual experiment"
Doris turned upon him sympathetically, her eyes like stars.
"Honest Injlh, Jack?"
"Honest Inlin," said he, wiieelimg
I

'

.,..:

about and sitting likewise on the bridge
rail. A sardonic smile lurked in the
corners of his genial month. "Only,"
he added, "I'm not going to do 'the
unusual thing' nlone. I wouldn't for
worldH wear a laurel wreath nlone."
He slipped un arm through hers. "You
know, I've sworn long ago that all my
honors should be shared with you."
"But what's the unusual experiment?" questioned Doris doubtfully.
"Why, we're going to fall Into the
water," announced he pleasantly.
"Don't be an Idiot!" expostulated she.
"An Idiot? Exactly. Isn't it 'unusual' for a sensible, level headed follow like mo to be an Idiot?" he elucidated. "Now the thing 1 nin about to
do will be undoubtedly idiotic, therefore unusual," he proceeded to argue.
"And seeing lliat It wouldn't do for
me to distinguish myself alone" ho
his legs with some of the ornamental trelliswork and leaned pretty
far back "either we'll do an uuusuhI
thing, now and together, or you"
There was an impressive pause, while
the cricket chirped and Doris endeavored vainly to wriggle her arm out of

I ever saw," lie said as his gaze swept
ovjjr the broad, fertile acres of the
tmva to the lofty ridges that inclosed
it ou every side. "You have the grandeur of wild, tmtouched nature Joined
to the charm of peaceful rural life a

rare combination."
His eyes left the valley nud esine
back to her, with au expression In
them that made her turn away with a
half smile. Allan had been here two
months now and in thai time had
learned things that bad not hitherto
entered into bis plans for a livelihood.
His hand trembled slightly as it checked the restlveness of his horse.
"Yes: it is beautiful here, and we are
happy," she answered, but there was
trouble in her voice. Then with sudden raillery: "You ought to be happy,
too, Mr. Tisdale. if, as th y say, it is
prosperity that makes happiness. We
had a letter from Emmet yesterday,
and he writes glowingly of your mine.
He thinks there is a lot of money in
it. And," looking at him inquiringly,
"be writes as though he might purchase an Interest In the mine."
Allan's face became grave.
"I hope not," ho answered. "I like
his.
"Or I"
laughed she weakly, see- your brother Emmet too well to wish
him such bad luck. He broached the
ing the vanity ot her endeavor.
. 'Will promise to marry a man who subject to me once, and I put him off.
has never done a single unusual thing I thought perhaps his management of
the mine for awhile would disenchant
in his lire before Thangsglvlng day."
"Let go my arm!" gasped Doris as him. Emmet's great fault is being too
be threw back his weight and the or- sanguine, though," with a grimace. "I
was somewhat that way myself, 1 supnamental trelliswork creaked.
"Some of the rusty little nails gave pose."
"The mine didn't pay?"
way, and Doris clutched him tightly.
"New Year's," said she faintly.
"It has cost me a thousand a year
It was only by an above my Income so far, and"
"Tbaugsgi-i- "
He stopped suddenly, for she was
effort that .lack recovered his balance,
for the rail had started five Inches.
laughing, irresistibly, It seemed.
"I beg your pardon," she gasped,
"Christmas," whispered she, compro
mising.
checking herself with an effort. "I
And so It came about, as Doris re- something struck me as very fuuuy.
marked to him on their homeward way, But please go on. I will not laugh any
crossing the brown meadows, that aft- more. A thousand a year, you said?"
er all Jack had done 'an unusual tiling'
"Yes,"
looking at her curiously,
he'd made her give him n definite "above the Income I receive from Engpromise concerning their wedding day. land. I wouldn't like Emmet to incur
the same loss. As soon as I get back
I shall try to sell. The machinery will
be worth a small sum. And," bis face
kindling and his eyes again sweeping
over the valley and back to her face,
"I have found it. I always liked agriculture, but never trealized it could
show up to such udvantage a9 it does
here. My idea was that farmers had
to keep hold of plow handles and
"By FranK H. Stveet
things, but your father doesn't do anyCopuria1)!. I'M. hi) Rutin floua.'cu
thing except go fox hunting and read
magazines and listen to his foreman's
and only this morning he told
A flash across an open space so quick report,
he had no other resources than
me
that
between fover aad cover ns to leave
the farm, 1 I have been thinking of
of
and
tall
bush
an
Impression
only
it all the morning. I will buy a valley
pointed nose and then a wild chorus of Just like this somewhere in the neigha
discovering yelps, accompanied by
borhood and be a farmer, and with
dozen forms plunging frantically across what I have we I can soon build a
the opeu space and Into the .chinquapin nice house." He
paused, looking emlmshei beyond.
barrassed, then went on hurriedly, "If
outan
ou
was
farlher
feet
But fifty
for
I can make a living of
cropping hedge broken by crevices and two, I mean will you will yo1 help
tunnels Into a natural and safe biding
me, Lois?"
place for the hunted. From the time
She had thrown up her hand, as
the fox had been started, an hour be- though to Rtop him.
course
and
doubling
fore, Its winding
"Wait a minute, Mr. Tisdale," she
had been tending gradually toward cried impel uouxl.v. "1 bad not Intended
this asylum, ns If with an Idea that to tell you, but I must now. You must
after playing with tie dogs until weary not try farming for a livelihood, I
of the sport or perhaps feeling the need mean. Our farm looks prosperous, and
of rest It could whisk into safety. For I love the valley here better than any
the last few minutes the fox had
place In the world, but but we have
cheeked Its apeed until the been running behind a thousand a year
open Jaws of the pack almost closed
ever since we nought the place. That
upon the bushy tail; then, with a sudden jaunty tilt, the brush roso into the was what made mo laugh when yon
air as If In parting salute and wilh Its said you were losing a thousand. It
owner dropped Into one of the narrow seemed so funny. Vou must not try
a
As to the rest, 1
crevices, leaving the pack yelping its farming for living.
1," her face flushing rosily,
minwilling
A
few
without.
disappointment
utes later two horees with their riders to help you, Allan."
She looked at him shyly, but his face
crossed the space and came to a, stop
had suddenly grown steru. He shook
among the dogs.
his head hopelessly.
"I am glad he escaped, even if it
"1 must take It all back, Lois," he
of
one
laughed
isn't sportsmanlike,"
groaned, "I cannot make a living for
would
get
the
sure
them. "I felt
dog
one. But here comes your father."
him at the open back there, they were
Mr. Bristow reined In heslde them
so close. It was a narrow escape."
his face Inquiring.
"I'm not so sure of that, Misa
"Hello, what are you waiting here
the other answered, "The fox for?" he exclaimed. 'If one fox has
such
for
too
fresh
as
me
truck
looking
outwitted you, why don't you start andangerous propinquity to be 'natural. other? What's the matter? You look
reI've an idea his plaus were all laid
like a funeral."
garding this ledge and that he, was
"I I have been telling Allan Mr.
the
with
dogs,
himself
merely amusing
Tisdale-ab- out
our falling behind,"
Shall I call them off and start them In stammered Lois. "You see, he
spoke of
can
n
new scent? Nothing
search of
a farm and following our ex
buying
draw this fox from his stronghold ample, and I couldn't let him go on
now."
thinking the valley was as prosperous
"Xo; wait until papa comes. His as it looked on the surface,"
falling behind meant that his horse
Mr. Bristow's face fell. "Might have
went lame, and be probably has gone waited until a rainy day," be grumbled,
win
back to the stable for another. He
"and not spoil a good chase with such
Join us before long."
news. But long's It's out, It's out, and
She touched her horse lightly, urging I suppose you couldn't do anything less,
him to the top of the ledge, from which Lois. We couldn't stand by and allow
they could look down into the valley.. a guest to run the chance of losing
Allan followed closely.
moneyj. of course. Yes, Mr. Tisdale,"
"It Is one of the most beautiful spots

A THOUSAND
A YEAR

Bris-tow,- "

;

who diet! at the Las Vegas Hospital
for tno Insane last Saturday
were
broug... home to Farmington and
burled here. Mr. Cooper suffered with
SUNSHINH ROUTE, via TORRANCE
paresis dementia for several years
and was taken to Las Vegas a few FAST PASSENGER AND FREIGHT 8FRVICE.
montiis ago. He leaves a widow and
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
who have the sympathy of a
son,
of
circle
friends.
large
Contractors report that they will
-- five to discontinue work on their different buildings until the arrival of
lumber. Although there are two lumber yards in Farmington, it has been
almost impossible to get lumber. The
constant shortage of lumber Is no
doubt occasioned by tho fact that both
lumber yards get their lumber from
the saw mill.
.1. E.
McCarthy, irrigation commissioner from this district, lost three
stacks of hay by fire Wednesday. He
had insurance.
The Democrats of San Juan County
want Harvey B. Fergesson of Albuquerque to bo tho next chairman of
the Territorial
Democratic,
central
committee.
Hon, Granville Pendleton was a visitor from tho county sfeat last week.
Land contests have been the order
of the week at Aztec. Bitter language
and a slovo poker were nmcn in evidence..

as overeasl us tln'ir
bis face
own, "It's nil true. We'll have to sell
tho valley the finpst properly
em'
A man can't stand it to fall
owned.
behind a thousand dollars every year
with nollilns In the background."
Allan stared, half rose In his saddle,
bis face becoming transfigured.
"A thousand dollars!" he cried Joy.
ously. "Is that what you menu? Can
you run a place like this and only run
behind a thousand dollars';"
"That's what 1 said," rather testily,
"atnl enough for a man to lose every
year, tho Lord knows."
Allan whirled to Lois.
"I'll lake all that back once more,"
he cried, "what I said lust. I can make
a living, and I want you to help me."
Then to his puzzled host: "Don't you
pell the farm, sir. There won't be any
I
need.
thought Lois-sh- e's
promised
to be my wife, you know meant
pounds. That's what I've been losing.
But yours are dollars dollars. Don't
you see tho difference will be nearly
four thousand dollars? That will be
a nice profit for us, with what the farm
I will buy part of the vulley,
yields.
or the whole of it if you like, or we will
live on It together."
Mr. Bristow was choking.
"Yoli and Lois may fix that up between you." be gasped at Inst. "The
problem is too complicated for me. But
I'm glad the valley Isn't to be sold.
Now let us get tho dogs on a new
scent. The foxes will be Retting old
and fat If we leave them like this."

Santa Fe Central Railway System

1

GATEWAY.

STEAMSHIP

TIC'!T

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

Her Choice.
Bhe So these are the china bargains
you advertised? Dealer Yes, ma'am,
and they're going for little or nothing.
She-- All
right. I'll take that blue dlh
for nothing. London Answers.

Montezuma Lodge No
Begu
lor communication first
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7:30
1, A, F. & A. M.

P. m.

The only kind of advice that is ever
taken is the rich relation's and only
when he is there to see you do It. New
York Press.

II. V. STEPHENS. W.

Santa Fe Chapter, No,
1, R. A. 1YL
Regular
convocation 2nd Monday of each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30

HOTEL JIRRIVALS.
Palace.
F. A. Robinson, Denver; L- D.
Washington, D. C; L. J. Irie,
Bingham, Utah; Mrs. M. A. Moore,
Miss Jones,
Denver; O. Ehultman,
Trinidad; W. Denider, Trinidad; P. L.
Hindlc, Alamosa; A. A. Keen, Albuquerque; J. A. Scales, Albuquerque;
D. J. Herron, Las Vegas;
Lee
St. Louis; C. .T. Dawc, Denver.
Claire.
R. P. Noble, Socorro; L. W. Muris-seand G. F. Casper, Albuquerque;
Charles Trzcbiatowskl, Milwaukee; E.
Clarke, Alcalde; C, .1. Amble, Manza-no- ;
W. R. Swanson, Omaha; C. H.
White, Salt Lake City; F. S. Davis,
Clara Davis, Trinidad; ,T. E. Keeler,
New York; R. L, Kraus, Chicago,
Normandle.
C. B. Slevin, Greenville, Texas; .1,
Van Heusen, EH Rito; Mrs. E. Bran-neand son, Espanola; J. W. Casebolt,
Estancia; G. E. Blades, Alamosa;
Naranjo, Coyote; J. E. Napier,
Las Vegas; Bruce Knowlan, St. Louis;
F. W. Belz and two boys, Chicago.
-

M.

ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.

p. nx
S.

Kirk-Patric-

ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
AjS

AJ

V"

No.

Trav. Freight and Pass. Agt.
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
General Offices, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

1. K. T.

Santa Fo Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
on the third Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Flaza
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
cordially Invited to attend.
CHARLES FRANKLIN HASLET, 82.
Venerable Master
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec,
I. O. O. F.

An-dre- z

Santa Fa Lodge, No. 2, I, O. O. F.,
meets every Thursday ovenlng la Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.
MAX KALTER, N. O.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.

SAN JUAN NEWS.
Creamery at Frultland Scarcity of
Lumber at Farmington
Expect
Fine Crops.
Farmington, N. M., June 11.
Special to tlie New Mexican.
The several new ditch projects are
getting well under way as far as the
preliminary work is concerned. The
promoters of the Eden Ditch Company
say they will be ready to go to work
within six weeks. Most of the land Is
tributary to Aztec.
The citizens of Frultland have subscribed an amount sufficient to put in
a
creamery ait that place.
Richard Morris, a Civil war veteran,
died here a few days ago after an Illness of several years. He was a member of the G. A. R. ,
A steam laundry would be a paying
proposition In Farmington.
W. D. Lee, division superintendent
of the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad
company, and his assistant, P. B. McAfee, were In Farmington
Tuesday.
Their trips to this point are frequent,
like something doing.
Tue count commissioners met. Monday as a board of equalization, '
The Hunter Mercantile Company Is
figuring on erecting a fine and larger
store building this fall to accommodate
Its Increasing trade.
Tue remains of George L. Cooper,

Santa Fe Commandery

A. L. GRiMSHAW,

J. P. LYNG,

Socy.

Regular conclave
fpurth Monday in each
V
month at Masonic Hall at
W. E. GRIFFIN, E. C.
;:30 p. m.
W. H. KENNEDY, Recorder.

Rein-hard-

n

V

SPITZ, II. P.

Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso A Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa Fe.
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa Fe
with the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
9. B. GRlMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen, Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT,
Asst. Sec'y and Treas.

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
Santa Fa Lodge, No. 2, Knights o.'
Pythias. Regular meeting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at i
o'clock. Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTER, C. 0.J. S. OANDBLARIO, K. R, S.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance
-

B. P. O. E.

first-clas- s

Santa Fe Lodfce, No. 480, B. P. O. B..
holds Its regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays of each month
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
NORMAN L. KING, E. R.
como.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.
FRATERNAL UNION.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2S9, Fraternal
Union of America, Regular meeting
first and third Mondays in each month
at 8 o'clock p. m Odd Fellows' Hall
San Francisco street. Visiting Filt
ers welcome.
R. L. BAOa, Asternal Master
DAVID GONZALB3. Secy.
UAGGII Q. MONTOT a, Trea.
I

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOUBSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY SAVE
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
PRICE-LIS-

T

Stamp, not over 2

iactiea long
,13a
Each additional line on same Btamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2 J and not over 3J inches long. .20c
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c
Ono-lin- e
Stamp, over Si and not over 5 inches long. . . ,25c
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
Sc
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
same
Each additional line,
price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-hainch in size, we charge
inch or fraction.
for one line for each one-haOne-lin- e

s

lf

lf

DATES, ETC.
Local Dater, any town and date for ten years
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in

$1.00
50c
85c

Regular line Dater
Defiance or Model Barfd Dater
(1.50
Fao Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cur, 1.50
1.00
Pearl Check Protector
SELF INKING STAMP PADS,
li??, 10c; 8x3$, 15c; 2x3, 25c; 2Jx4i, 35c; Shifty, 80c;

4x7i,

?5c.

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

JJEU tyEXICAJU PRINTING
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BARS, BUTCIS!

GOCES,

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
250 San Francisco Street,
(irocerv Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 40.
No.

SUMMER DRINKS.
Time to think of cooling

drinks.
Weather is now warmer.
Grape Juice, bottle 25c, 30c, 35c and COc. Unfermented Wines, quarts 30c.
Grape Fruit, Champagne, Ginger Ale, Soda Water, etc., Quarts, each
$1.65

15c, dozen

Pints, each 10c, dozen
Hire's Boot Beer, each
Cherry Phosphate

25

10c and 25c
LUNCH

MEATS.

20c
Mackerel in Tomato or Mayonnaise Dressing per can
40c
12
to
and
10c,
up
Imported Sardines,
35c
and
30c,
Lobster
and
....25c,
Shrimp
05
Deviled Hum. Tongue, Etc

TAX COLLEC
TIONS FOR MAY

TUESDAY, JUNE 12, IMtf,

OFFICIAL MATTERS.

J. M.

Notaries Public Appointed. Made By County Treasurer and
The following have been appointed
Collector Celso
notaries public by Governor Hager-man- :
Lopez.
Alfredo Lucero, Santa Cruz,
Santa Fe County; Fred W. Brooks,
The following tax collections for the
Colfax County; Francis C.
month of May have been made by Cel- Cimarron,
White, Folsom, Union County; Serapio
so Lopez, treasurer and
MIera, Beenham, Union County; James
for H. Paxton, Las Cruces, Dona Ana
Territorial for 1902, $008.19;
for County; Charles Rosenthal, Las Cru1903, $671.70; for 1904, $638.94;
ces, Dona Ana County.
1905, $7,930.79. Total $9,849.62.
County, for 1902: General fund
court
$198.40; school fund $119.03;
INSANE MAN
fund $158.71; court bouse and Jail reSHOT AND KILLED
pair fund $39.68; road fund $19.84;
$39.68;
bridge fund
survey fund
$119.03; interest county bonds $79.67; By Camper Near Albuquerque Had
collection fund $85.08. Total $848.12.
Terrorized Whole Neighborhood.
City of Santa Fe for 1902: General
city fund $1.89; city school fund $.94;
interest city bonds $.29. Total $3.12.
Albuquerque, N. M., June 12. After
fund terrorizing the people living In the
County for 1903: General
$197.63; school fund $79.06; court fund vicinity of the John P. Fletcher ranch
$158.11; court house and jail fund about four miles soutii of this city, an
$79.06; road fund $19.76; Index fund unknown American who appeared to
$39.52; bridge fund $118.59; interest be about 30 years of age was shot and
county bonds $79.06; collection fund, instantly killed by Alec Lewis, a man
$88.71. Total $859.50.
employed at clearing land In that
City of Santa Fe for 1903: General neighborhood about 11:30 o'clock last
city fund $.24; city school fund $.12; night. The men working on the
interest city school bonds $.05; Inter- Fletcher ranch had first observed tlhe
est on city bonds $.06. Total 4. 47.
man early In the evening, when from
General fund Ms actions It was seen that he was
County for 1904:
$201.09; school fund $80.44; court fund hopelessly Insane. They had been tak$180.97; court house and jail fund ing turns at watching, fearing that he
house
$80.44; road fund $40.21; College Street would set fire to the ranch
fund $120.66; interest county bonds or do other damage as his insanity
$80.43. Total $784.24.
was clearly of a violent nature.
Lewis with his wife were camping
City of Santa Fe for 1904: General
oity fund $1.07; city school fund $.53; in a wagon about one hundred yards
Interest city bonds $.32; interest, city from the Fletcher home, and he says
school bonds $.26; cost for advertising that he simply shot to frighten the
2.46.
Total $4.64.
man away, as he feared that he would
for 1905; General fund do something desperate.
He claims
County
$2,515.27; school fund $1,006.10; court to have aimed al the ground, which
fund $2,515.27; court house and jail statement Is plausible since he used
fund $1,006.10; .road fund $503.06; jail an old style shot gun, Which usually
building fund $1,612.66;
deficiency scatters the shot over a wide area.
The charge took effect in the man's
bridge fund $251.53; El Caiwlno Real
fund $251.53; Interest county bonds left side and shoulder and he fell In
$1,006.03. Total $10,667.55.
the brush along the road. Mr. Fletch
City of Santa Fe far 1905: General er and several of his men stood guard
city fund $652.96; salary fund $274.92; over the body until the arrival of
water and hydrant fund $446.75
;clty Deputy Sheriff Fred Heyn and Underschool fund
$687.31;
Interest city taker A. Borders, who removed the
bonds $412.39; Interest city school remains to Albuquerque.
bonds $412.39. Total $2,886.72.
After the shooting Lewis went at
once to the Fletcher home where he
remained until the arrival of an offi
BUSINESS GOOD
cer, when he gave himself up. He
U. S. LAND OFFICE was taken to Albuquerque and his
hearing was held today.
Month of June Promises to
Keep Up
Record Torrance County
SENATORS BECOME
Leads.

Like a shower
on a flower.
The colors appear at the
touch of the refreshing
rain drops. In the same
way Nature gives back a
woman's youthful skin
tints when Hagan's Magnolia Balm is applied.
Absolutely harmless, and
makes a faded complexion
fresh and velvety at once.

We carry an excellent line of Mushrooms:
15c and 25c per can.
Pieces and stems
30c
Buttons. First Choice, lib. tins
35c
Muttons, Miniatures, lib tins, each
15c
tins
Buttons, Sur Extra Fine,
35c
Buttons, in glass jars
Mushrooms are very nice for patties, for serving with veal cutletsfl.:
Mushrooms are very nice for patties, for serving with beafsteak, at beefsteak dinners, and for serving with veal cutlets, lamb chops, etc. Often served
with green peas, In connection with meats,
SALADS.

salads she should have a supply of such
condiments as Terragon vinegar, Worcestershire Siiuce, Mint Sauce, Mushroom Catsup, Paprika, Tabasco Sauce, Onion Relish, etc. We carry all such
items and would be pleased to show them to any one Interested.
It is Important to have pure well flavored ollv eoll for salads. We espe
dally recommend our Italian oil which we well in cans at 85c for quarts,
$l.b5 for
gallon, and J2.T5 for gallon.
We also have a pint can of good imported oil which we sell at 30c.
JAVA COFFEE.
Genuine Java Coffees are retailed at all the way from 25c to 50c or more per
pound. The best Java Coffee we have ever sold Is Chase & Sanborn's Fancy
Mark Java. We have this in bulk and in lib parchment lined Gray Bags
at 40c per pound. In 51b. cans at $1.90 per can, and In 101b cans at $3.75
per can. This coffee is blended from the finest selections of Private EstateJavas and will be found verv pleasing to lovers of a mild rich flavored blend.
SPECIAL A clean, strong, well flavored Ceylon Tea at 35c per pound...
If one is in the habit of serving

EADQUARTERS

.

Office Hours
1

to

3

Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy!

s

Almost every family hat need
of a reliable remedy for colic or
diarrhea at tome time during the

m., except Wednesday

p.

and Sunday.

r

PRIVATE HOSPITAI,

year.
This remedy is recommended
by dealer who have told it for
many yean and know hi value.
It hat received thouwndi of
testimonials from grateful people.
It hat been prescribed by physicians with the roost satisfactory

First class accommodations for
limited number of patients.
Now operating rooms completely
equipped with modern instru-

ments. Faradic, galvanic
and static electricity.
and Radiographic work.
Violet Rays, Phototherapy,
Ozone Generator, Etc.

remits.

It hat often laved life before
medicine could have been tent for
or a physician summoned,
it only costs a quartet. Can
you afford to risk so much for se
little?
BUY IT NOW.

ON JUNE 14
Mayor Calls Attention of Citizens to
Day Upon Which Banner Is
'
Honored.

t:

The following request from the
mayor, calling for the observance of
Flag Day in the Capital City, was issued today In compliance with the
proclamation of Governor Hagermnu,
issued yesterday:
To the Patriotic Citizens of the City
of Santa Fe:
The Governor of this Territory, having Issued his proclamation on the lll.li
Inst., recommending - the observance
by all patriotic citizens on June 14th,
1906, of Flag Day, and that 'he flag
of our country which floats over fhe
rich and the poor, the high t.nl Ihe
low, shall be fittingly displayed.
You are therefore earnestly requested and urged to display the flu,- - of our
badgovernment at your residenc-3- ,
ness houses and all public buildlnfs
on that day as a sincere testimonial
of the love and fidelity whicu we all
bear towards the flag and the g.) eminent It represents.
Done at the mayor's office this 12th
day of June, 1906.
T. B. CATKO.V,

Attest:
ADOLPH P. HILL,
City Clerk.

Ma;'"..

JUBLISHERS
f

CONTINUFS DULL.

WOOL MARKET

RENTERS..

i

u4

Chamberlain's

No, 30.

All classes of blanks are kept on
hand at the offices of" the New 'lext
can Printing Company.

Boston, Mass., June 12. The wool
market was comparatively dull this
VEGETARIANS week with trading of an unimportant
The month of June promises to be
nature. Many merchants believed that
for Wedding Cards
lanoaacemau
a busy one at the local United
States Does Meat Investigation Have Any. a higher basis of prices could be Inland office. Home seekers are arrivthe Mew Meit. to.
augurated and then sustained.
thing to Do With Their
ing daily, and upon investigating the
Diet?
public land they generally make home-steaPLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
or desert land entries. During
is it that the firm of Hughes &
12. Senators
Why
June
Washington,
the months of April and May more
GD0IPBHY
La Follette, who for Delgado are making a success of the
and
HEW
Spooner
entries of various kinds were made
have been the bitterest kind of real estate business? It is because this
than during any other two months in years
political
opponents, have at last found firm Is reliable and any property
the history of the office. That June
bond of sympathy. They are 'both placed In their hands will be looked
a
the Plaee Fe
will be a repitition of the
past two
Will this agreement on after In a businesslike manner. Office
months is shown by the records so far, vegetarians.
the vital question of food result In west of Plaza.
eignty entries navlng been made dur- bringing them any closer
together In
ing the past eleven days.
tne councils of the nation? Time alone
Torrance County still leads. 44 s"t can
MARKET REPORT.
tell. Senator La Follette announc
Manufacture Of
tler3 having found, homes in the Es- - ed
his abhorrence of flesh.
yesterday
tancia Valley.
MONEY AND METALS.
For years and years, he said, he had
The business for the first elovi
AND
New York, June 12. Money on call
subsisted happily upon the grains of
days of this month Is as follows:
the fields, the fruits of the orchard easy 2
Homestead entries, 64; acres, 9,334. and the
Prime Mercantile Paper
nuts of the forest. He would
Final homestead entries, 4; acres, 520. no more
Silver 64
think of eating meat than he
Santa Fe, : : : : New Mexico
Desert land entries, 12; acres, 1,520.
New York, June 12. Lead and copwould of asking a railroad magnate to
The homestead entries were divided have a
per steady, unchanged.
drink.
among the counties of the district as
St. Louis, June 12. Spelter strong,
At the White House Senator Spoonfollows:
bid.
Bernalillo, 3; Colfax, 2; er announced that
too, was a 16.05
he,
Guadalupe, 3; McKinley, 1; Mora, 1; practical
GRAIN,
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
consumer.
gTeen
"This
goods
Rio Arriba, none; San Juan, 1; Sai
Chicago, June 12. Wheat, July, 8J
agitation against the packers," he
LEVI I. HUGHES.
IKBANCISCO DIUUDfV
Miguel, 1; Sandoval, none; Santa Fe, said, "has had
Sept., 83
nothing to do with my
HUGHES & DELGADO.
o; bocorro, none; Taos, 3; Torrance,
4; Sept., 63
Corn, July, 53 prejudice
meat.
am
I
against
not
a
44 ; Valencia, none.
crank on the subject, understand, and
The final homestead entries were, If I ever want a
Oats, July, 38
Sept., 35
piece of steak or ham,
We have some choice property for the person with 9mall capital and also
Mora, 1; San Miguel, 2; San Juan 1.
I do not hesitate to ask for
it; but Pork,
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our list of property.
The desert land entries were, San the fact
Sept.,
July, 116.87
is, I do not care for that kind
:
:
:
:
Office West Side of Plaza,
Santa Fe V. M.
Juan, 1; Torrance, 11.
of food. Vegetables, I believe, are $16.65.
The total number of homestead en- much better
Lard, July, $8.85; Sept., ?9.00
for my system."
tries made since January 1st Is 809;
9 02
acres entered, 122,912; total numbei
Ribs, July, $9.37
Sept., $9.30.
of final homestead entries, 96; acres $10,000 FOR ROSWELL
WOOL MARKET.
entered, 14,862; desert land entries,
OIL WELL CLAIM andSt. Louis, June 12. Wool steady
124; acres, 15,064. The total number
unchanged.
of entries of aH'kinds made since the
STOCK MARKET.
millionaires
and
investing
of
1st
Experts
January, 1906, is 1,029, and the
New York, June 12. Atchison 90
to
New
nusnmg
Field
total number of acres entered Is 152
Paying
pfd. 103.
Proposition.
838..
New York Central 140
Pennsylvania 134.
M
Roswell, Ni
June 12. Isaac Cah.
Southern Pacific 65
field and associates
CORPSE FRIGHTENS
yesterday sold a
Union Pacific 150
pfd. 941-4- .
f
ciaim
mile from the well
AN UNDERTAKER wnere oil was struck recently, for ill). Copper 108
Steel 401-2- ;
pfd. 105
000 to Clifton Chisholm of
Cleveland,
LlvE STOCK.
Sat Up on Bier and Faintly Enquired ana hj. u Bedell of this
city. The new
3,500,
Chicago, June 12. Cattle
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA : :
"Where is Mollie?"
owners who have unlimited
SANTA FE, N. M.
capital will
ai once Degm prospect work. The e. steady to strong; beeves $46.05;
New York, June 12. When a phy- citement in the oil field is Intense. Oil cows and heifers $1.655.10; stockers
sician left Richard Howland's home In men are rushing in from all sides. Oil and feeders $2.754.60; Texans $3.75
4.40; calves $56.50.
W. N. TOWNSEND.
Brooklyn at 1 o'clock last Tuesday sand was again encountered at daySheep receipts 15,000, steady to
morning he told Mrs. Howland that break at a depth of 1,230 feet. An
her husband could not live half an expert at the well is authority for the strong; sheep $4.606.15; Iambs $5.50
7.20.
hour. Mrs. Howland and two of her statement that even if no gusher is
Kansas city, June 12. Cattle re
nieces remained with the dying man. encountered, the well Is a paying one
His pulse grew weaker, a pallor came as a pumping proposition. Drilling will ceipts 14,000 Including 1,500 southerns,
10 cents lower; native steers
upon his face and at 11 o'clock his be continued, but night work will be steady to
breathing seemed to stop entirely and abandoned because it is feared that $45.75; southern steers $34.80
the physician pronounced the man cue gas from the well catch fire from southern cows $2.253.75; native
The old established line of goods formerly carried at
dead.
the lanterns and thus cause the loss of cows and heifers $2.254.80; stockers
and feeders $2.754.50; bulls $2.50
Mrs. Howland and the nieces waited the well.
"Our Place" has been added to our stock. We buy our
4; calves $2.506.25;
western fed
for
a
time
for
evidence
of
long
life,
in
bond
and
can
absolute
goods
government
guarantee
steers $3.505.25; western fed cows
convinced
of
his
then,
death,
they
purity. Elegant club rooms in connection. Side entrance
$2.604.25.
spread the news around the neighbor' C. W. WHITNEY IS
to Coronado Hotel.
Sheep receipts 7,000, strong; mut
hood.
CONVALESCING
tons $56.40; lambs $5.757.40; range
Mrs. Howland about noontime sent a
wethers $5.256,25; fed ewes $4.75
AKERS & TOWNSEND,
boy In the neighborhood for an under Railroad Man Who Lost Limbt Under
0.75.
taker. When the undertaker went Into
Engine In Hospital at
the room five hours afterward when
the supposed corpse was laid out, he
You'll Have to Hurry !
was amazed to see Howland suddenly
I
Albuquerque, N. M., June 12. C. W.
A lady just from Mexico arrived in sit bolt upright. The undertaker hust Whitney, the well known railroad man
Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful led him back to bed and Howland, star- who met with a sad accident last
Idea perfected, and
assortment of Mexican drawn work. ing around the room, asked feebly: week, having both limbs amputated by
"Where's
Mollie?"
models made from
meaning his wife. an engine at Belen, Is now In the San
She needed money and we bought all
she had. Come quick and get the Mrs. Howland, hearing his voice, rush- ta Fe Hospital here doing nicely,
explanations.
Machine, gun
ed into the room. Howland told her
He realizes that he is to by u
first pick.
he had had a strange dream about beand
bicycle repairing Also
helpless cripple for the balance of his
ing dead. "I thought you were going life, yet he faces the future cheer
new and second hand bicyTHE ORIGINAL
to bury me," he said faintly. "I am
fully and bravely.
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